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H 24. 1971
moninmer

Selected As A Best All Round

Lcy Community Newspaper

The Primary
Source of News
In Murray and
Calloway County
United Press International

Largest Paid
Circulation
Both In City
- And In County
In Our 12nd Year

County 4-H Variety Show
Held At Calloway School
The Murray-Callbway County leader and Janey Kelso, Junior
4-H Variety Show was held leader helped the club organize
Saturday, March 20, at 7:30 p.m. their act.
in the Calloway County High The Hazel 4-H club sang and
School auditorium. There were acted out its song. Their leader
five club acts and six specialty was Mrs. Carves Paschall.
acts entered in the contest. The • The Stella 4-H Club acted out a
Variety Show was judged by 4-H meeting where two members
Randy Powell, Mike Hardy, and received a trip to Fontana. Mrs.
Buddy Fugate all Music majors Richard Armstrong and Mrs.
from Mw-ray State University. LaRue Sledd are their club
Each act was scored ac- leaders.
:ording to its suitability to The Eager Beavers 4-H club
audience,
staging
props, presented a skit on how to
costumes, and sound. The per- organize a talent act. Mrs.
formance, voice and-or music, Franklin Burkeen and Mrs.
poise and showmanship were also James Stahler are their club
considered in the scoring. A leaders, with Janette Jarrett
specialty act was a performance assisting as junior leader.
of from 1 to 4 people with a three The Teen Club sang and played
minute time limit. A club act two songs. Their leaders are Mrs.
consisted of not less than 20 per Arlie Scott and Mrs. Glenn Kelso.
cent of the club's membership The Teen Club had the winning
and an eight minute time limit. specialty act followed by New
The Lynn Grove Junior 4-H Concord.
cluk was winner of the club act Janet Kelso and Randy Lee
and Hazel 4-H club was runner sang and played a country and
up. The Lynn Grove sang and was western song, "40 Miles From
dressed in frontier clothing. Mrs. Poplar Bluff" Krit Stubblefield
Barbara McCuiston the club
(Continued on Page Nine)
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Mrs. Crider
Dies Today

10,Per Copy

Vol. LXXXXII No. 71

Education Department Finds $3.5
Million It Did Not Know It Had
Local Group
Endorses
NEA Drive

Mrs. W. E. (Helen) Crider of
808 Sycamore Street, Murray,
died this morning at 8:20 at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Her death at the age of
66 followed an extended illness.
The deceased was a former
employee of the Superior
Laundry and Cleaners.
Survivors are her husband, W.
E. Crider of 808 Sycamore Street,
Murray; one sister, Mrs. Henry
( Birdie) Anderson of 701
Murray Court, Murray; one
brother J. C. Maupin of 1602
Ryan, Murray; one sister-in-law,
Mrs. Luvean Maupin of Murray.
F
- uneral' arrangements are
incomplete, but friends may cal/
at the Max Churchill Funeral
p.m. today
Home after four
1Thursday).

1965. The funds built during the
following six years and not until
FRANKFORT, Ky. (UPI)— Wednesday did they show up in
The State Department of the budgets or audits.
Education has "found" $3.5 Whether the new money will be
million it didn't know it had and is a boon to the vocational
not quite sure how it came about. education program or is simply a
The $3.5 million surfaced bureaucratic boondoggle
Wednesday in a revised budge remains to be explaimed.
Wendell P. Butler, state
for the current fiscal year for the
A nationwide drive by the Education Department presented superintendent of public inNational Education Association to the State Board of Education. struction, first explained that the
aimed at establishing a federal The money apparently was money was simply unspent
cabinet-level post for education unspent federal vocational federal funds when contacted by
Pat Orr, president of Calloway County Association for Retarded was endorsed today by the educational funds dating from UPI the day before the state
board meeting.
Children, right, presents a heaorary membership to the Kentucky Murray Education Association,
In lengthy mimeographed
Association for Retarded Children, to start off the NARC March according to Mrs. Peggy Wilson,
explanatory material given to the
Membership Month. Saturday from nine a.m. to three p.m. the local president.
board, Butler asked Dr. Carl F.
Teens Who Care will be answering the phone at the Mental
"We are at the local level are
Lamar, assistant superintendent
Health-Mental Retardation Center, 702 Main Street, Murray, for particularly aware that schools
persons desiring memberships at three dollars for individual need more attention from the South 16th and Locust Streets for vocational education, to
membership of five dollars for a family membership for one year. federal government," said Mrs.' was the scene of a two car explain why the funds had been
collision Wednesday at 9:45 a.m., overlooked.
Members will take your name and address and mail a mem- Wilson.
bership card with a self-addressed stamped envelope to mall your
"The NEA proposal to con- according to the report filed by Lumar said, "The anticipated
membership fee. On urges persons to call 753-6622 for their solidate the many fragmented the investigatling officers of the revenue was not 'suddenly
membership on Saturday.
federal education programs Murray Police Department. No 46scovereby anyone."
the
at
held
will
be
A dance
Review Back To 1965
'under
a separate cabinet for injuries were reported.
Calloway County Club on
Cars involved were a 1963 "Because of the complexities of
education
would
provide
both
Saturday, March 27,from eight to
President Nixon and Congress a Volkswagen two door driven by federal funding of vocational
11:30 p.m. for the ninth grade
better understanding of local Linda Wattrick Shepard of 1617 education programs," Lamar
through college age. Members
school
district problems," Mrs. College Farm Road, Murray, and said. "Starting with the fiscal
may invite guests and the cost
Wilson said. "What's more, it a 1962 Comet four door driven by year 1965, the auditor was asked
will be one dollar per person.
The Murray High Black and would help provide additional Ruby Myrtle Jackson of 1707 to make a careful review of all
The dress wilt' be casual, acWells Extended, Murray.
accounts going back to 1965, and
Gold Band will present a concert federal funds for education."
cording to the planning comDistrict 13 of the Kentucky for the Murray High School The NEA has called for a Police said Mrs. Jackson was indicate the status of outstanding
niittee composed of Jamie
Nurses Association will sponsor i Parent -Teachers' Association massive,' letterwriting" cam- turning left off Locust onto South obligations."
The Second Annual Teachers' 2:00-3:30. The faculty will in- Frank, - _George
Landolt,
16th to go north,failed to see the
The review, Lamar said,
Workshop will be hosted by the chide Betty Dollar,Emma Brown Georgianna Furgerson, Terry workshop on "The Care of the meeting Tuesday night, March paign by teachers urging
Shepard car going north on South showed a surplus in 1965 and 1966,
Patient
and
Farady—
His
Dying
30,
at
7
o'clock
in
the
auditorium.
Pr
esident
Nixon
to
immediately
Seventh and Poplar Church of Bob Hughey, Hon Ingram and Doss, Brenda Richardson, Leah
An Interdisciplinary Approach' "Director Phil Shelton will establish a Cabinet Department 16th Steet, and collided with a deficit in 1967 and 1968, and a
Christ, Friday and Saturday, Paul Brown.
Fulton, Jan Shuffett, Nancy
surplus in 1969 and 1970. Carrying
at the Mason Nursing Building at present his band in a interesting of Education. The campaign wit] the Volkswagon.
March 26 and 27. There will be Mrs. Bettye Dollar will work Spann, and Cathy Mitchell.
Damage to the Volkswagen the money forward through six
State
University
on
Murray
prograni,
some
of
which
will
be
cliniax
during
the
period
March
three sessions: Friday, 7:30 9:00 with the Pre-school teachers. She
Decorations will be by Jennifer
was on the left front fender and years until it totaled $3.5 million,
p.m.; Saturday morning, 9:30- lives in Memphis, Tenn., and has Taylor, Bob Forrest, Tim Shown, Friday, March 26, from eight the contest music," a spokesman 29 to April 6.
bumper, and to the Comet on the Lamar said, "We do not want it
a.m. to four p.m.
sald.
Two
former
Secretaries
of
the
deal
of
experience
in
Manly Doran, Susan Fandrich,
11:00; and Saturday atternoon, had a great
(the amount carried forward.) to
All registered nurses and President A. L. Willis urges all Department
of
Health. right rear fender.
teaching in workshops. She has and Gene Parker.
be excessive.
licensed practical nurses PTA members and other in- Education, and Welfare, John
also participated in various Chaperones will be Mr. and
"However," he added, "This is
students, physicians, ministers tin ested parents to attend this Gardner and Sen. Abraham
and
college lectureship.
Mrs. Gene Landoll., Mrs.
not an unusual thing."
other interested person: meeting. The Band will enter the Ribicoff of Connecticut, have
any
and
Mrs. Emma Brown specializes Mrs. James Frank, Mr. and Mrs.
The problems apparently arose
are invited to attend.
Six Flags Over Texas Com- supported the concept of a
in the Primary Department. She Phil Mitchell, Mrs. Mr. and Mrs.
Keynote speaker for thE petition again this year.
(Continued on Page Nine
separate cabinet position for
is a member of CECUS and Joe Hal Spann, and Dr. and Mrs.
workshop will be Dr. John H.
education. HEW has been
TACUS, professional Bill DCNIS,
held at
services
will
be
SINGING
Revival
MONTHLY
Boyle, associate professor ol
described as an "unmanageable
organizations for training and
psychology of religion at the The monthly singing will be erepire" with more than 107,000 the Mt. Sinai Baptish Church,
teaching children under five. She
located on the Buchanan-Hazel
Southern Baptist Theological held at the Hardin Pentecostal enipinyees.
Joe Pat Trevathan, CPA and taught at Alabama Christian
Saturday,
on
Road,starting Sunday, March 28,
God
of
Church
Seminary in Louisville.
partner in the local firm of College for a number of years,
through
continueing
and
March 27, at 7:30 p.m. Features
Richardson di Trevathan, was but now lives in Nashville, Tenn.
MOWERS STOLEN
Saturday, April 3.
singers will be the Max Fairley
FREE DOGS
mowers were
elected a director of the Ken- Bob Hughey will teach in the
Two lawn
Robert S. Wilmouth, father of Two female white dogs, four Family from St. Louis, Mo. The reported taken from in front of Services will be held each
tucky Society of Certified Public Junior Department. He is an
Miss Anita Hill, daughter of
evening at 7:30 with different
Mrs. Donna Stringfield of months old, had some shots, are public is invited.
Accountants Friday night, March associate minister of the Vultee
the Sears Mail Order House in the speakers each evening.
Mr. and Mrs. John Hill of Hazel
Murray,
died
Tuesday
at
one
free to persons for pets. For in19, in Louisville. This is the state- congregation in Nashville, Tenn.
South Side Shopping Center on They are Roy Davis, Sunday Route Two, was in emergency
p.• . at his home on Bardwell
DONATION MADE
formation call 753-6584 after five
wide organization of the
South 12th Street, according to Douglas Nash, Monday, Henry surgery this morning at the
(Continued on Page Nine)
Route
One.
He
was
50 years of p.m.
The Women of Murray Moose the report to the Murray Police Davis, Tuesday, Ray Provo, Murray-Calloway County
profession and represents over
age and was a long time clerk in
Lodge No. 2011 have presented a Department at 9:20 a.m. Wed- Wednesday, Warren Sykes, Hospital after suffering injuries,
800 CPA's in the state.
the county ASCS office at Bardcheck of fifty dollars to the nesday. One of them has already Thursday, Shelton
Other directors elected were:
Smith, according to hospital officials.
SOCIAL CONCERNS
well.
August R. Boden, David B. Cox,
Calloway County Rescue Squad. been recovered, according to Friday, and Gerald Owen,
The young girl age nine, sufThe
Christian Social Concerns
The deceased was a farmer and
Bernard Himmelfarb and Robert
Mrs. Virginia Scott and Mrs. reports.
fered
lacerations to the left thigh
Saturday.
a meniber of the mississippi con.mittee has rescheduled its Wanda
Willfiford, on behalf of the
C. McBride, Jr., all of Louisville,
The public is invited to attend, and contusions and abrasions to
meeting for Tuesday, April 6, at
Baptist
Church
and
Bardwell
David A. Sug,g of Lexington and
Women of the Moose, presented
• TWO CITED
church both hips, hospital officials said.
a
to
according
7:30 p.n.. at -the Douglas CornMasonic Lodge.
the check to Terry Mullins of the Two persons were cited spokesman.
Joseph C. Von Lehman of
She was admitted to the hospital
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. Ar Ay Center.
Covington. All will serve threeRescue Squad
„ot 8:30 a.m.
Wednesday by the Murray Police
Marcella
Wilmouth;
two
O.%
year terms with Trevathan while
Calloway County Sheriff Clyde
Department.
They were . for
CORRECTION
'"•'••• •"""
daughters, Mrs. Stringfield of
Leroy E. Gardner of Louisville
Steele said the little girl was hit
speeding
and
shoplifting.
The
incident
in
whic.h--Charlie
Editor
Murray and Miss
Denise Letter To The
was elected to a two-year term
Porter of Paris,. Tenn., was by a school bus this morning
Wilmouth of Bardwell Route
Now You Know
and W. Michael Larkin of
reportedly shot occurred at 407 while she was transferring from
One;
one
son,
Ronnie
Wilmouth
By United Press International North First1Street, Murray, in- one school bus to another to take
Louisville to a one-year term.
of Tustin, Calif.; mother, Mrs.
The U.S. Army set up its first stead of 402'North Second Street her to her school. The accident
The following new officers
Ruby Wilmouth of Bardwell; one
pi lot training
program
at as listed in the news story on occurred at Calloway County
were also elected to serve the
brother, John R. Wilmouth of
College Park, Md., in Septem- Wednesday.
Society during the 1971-72 year:
High School, Sheriff Steele said.
Western
Springs,
Ill.; two
ber, 1909, to teach two men to
A. Kenneth Bunger, president,
grandchildren.
fly an airplane designed by the
Leroy E. Gardner, presidentas they were presented to the
Funeral services will be held Dear Editor
Wright brothers.
eelect, Robert J. Fitzpatrick,
Calloway county Board of
Friday
at
two
p.m,
at
the
vice president, Joseph R.
On
April
1,
1968,
the
Calloway
State
the
from
Education
Mississippi Baptist Church with
Reinhart, Jr., Veasurer—all of
County Board of Education, while Department of Education. In
Rev. Wendell Green and Rev. Bill
Louisville; and David A. Sugg of
meeting in regular session, order of priority they are:
Burial
will
be
officiating.
Bowels
Lexington as secretary.
Joe Pat Trevathaa
moved, properly seconded and
at
BardI) It is believed that a merged
Cemetery
Roselawn
in
unanimously
approved a motion system comprising the present
well. Friends may call at the
Rev. Jack Vibbert of Green- Special to the Ledger & Times The area-to-area variations in
stating, "that the Board request Murray Independent School
the cost- of food, while they are
Milliner Funeral Home, Bardwell.
sburg will be the guest minister
the State Department of District
and the Calloway County at the revival services to start Flow much do Calloway County important, are considered to be
Education truzeoduct, as quickly School District would be able to
families spend per week for food? less of a factor, relatively, than
as possible, a survey pertaining offer greater opportunitlep for Sunday morning at eleven a.m. at How much for housing, medical
the variations in income.
FREE KITTENS
the
Kirksey
United
Methodist
to the 'educational needs cf the the youth of Calloway County
care, clothing and the like?
Just how much average urban
Five kittens are free to persons Calloway
Church,,,
County
School than can be offered by two school
Are their outlays larger or families in various sections of'the
Mrs. Carolyn Parks, Murray, Woodmen State managers, T. E. as pets. For information call 753The
guest
preacher
has
conSystem." In July of 1968 this districts. While it is realized that
smaller than those of families in country have available to spend,
Omicron Alpha chapter, and Mrs. Newton, national treasurer, 7838.
survey was completed. It was a formal request for a merger ducted crusades in many areas of othe areas?
Brenda Rich, Sigma Delta Omaha, George Owen, Woodmen
after taking care of their perthe
world
and
comes to The
presented to the Board of should come from the Murray
Just how high the budget runs sonal taxes, and how much the)
chapter, will be delegates to the vice-president and general
Kirksey
Church
well
recomeducation on November 13. 1968, Independent Board of Education,
for a given family depends upon need to live on, are indicated in
33rd Biennial Convention of the counsel, Omaha, and John C.
The Board has sixty (60) days in it is recommended that the mended by tins brethren in the its income and upon the area of
Kentucky Jurisdiction of the Robinson, national director,
figures from the Bureau of Labor
ministry,
according
to
Rev.
John
which to reject this survey if, in Calloway County Board of
the country in which it is located. Statistics and the SRDS.
Woodmen of the World Life In- Fairfield, Ill.
A.
Jones,
pastor
of
the
Kirksey
the Board's opinion, the survey Education provide conditions
A Tau Phi Lambda pledge and
'From figures recently released
surance Society, March 26-28, at
The BLS general budget for
church.
To my conducive to that merger.
Kentucky: Travelers warning was not desirable.
Gabe's Motor Inn, Owensboro, it initiation ceremony will follow
The public is invited to pttend, by the American Institute of those in Calloway County's
knowledge
no
rejection
letter
of
mainly
centers
west
half
this morning
Public Opinion, based upon a average income class, ap(2i Two elementary
was announced today by Jrs. the fellowship hour from four to
a church spokesman said.
poll, it appears that food ex- proximately 66,950 per year in net
-Helen Spann, secretary of the six p.m. Friday. Murray State and over the state this afternoon was written and as this was not should be constructed in the
University Cahpter 842 will with I to 3 inche accumulation done, the recommendations vicinity of Murray. In the event
penditures in the East for the disposable income,calls for some
local Woodmen lodge.
- tore ending trom the west. contained within the physical that the Calloway County Board
typical non-farm family amount 31 percent of it to be allotted for
Also attending from the conduct the initiation with Mrs. *
to about $8 more per week food, 26 percent for housing and
Murray chapters will be Mrs. Loretta Jobs directing. Julia tonight and early Friday. Snow survey report became official for of Education and the Murray
than in the Midwest.
Spann, Mrs. Loretta Jobs, Mrs. Higginbotham, Diana Myers, and becoming mixed or changing to the county schools and could not Board of Education continue to
13 percent for clothing and
submitting operate two separate school
in the South and the West are in personal care.
Glenda Smith, Mrs. Julia Kathy Sykes, all of Murray, will rain extreme south portion be changed except by
Department
pertinent
data
to
the
should
these
structures
systems,
Continued cloudy
Similar differences
between.
Higginbotham, Mrs. Jean be among the newly installed tonight.
through Friday except partial of Education which would show be used to house grades 1-8 from
are noted in other items in the The rest is tor niedical exp.
Hicherson, Mrs. Kathy Sykes, members.
pense„ transportation, social
Sessions of the convention will clearing west portion Friday that a new survey was needed Calloway County. In the event
budget.
and Mrs. Diana Myers.
education
population that merger is considered,
and
In Calloway County, according security,
More than 250 delegates and include the business on Saturday afternoon. No important change data such as a shift in
miscellaneous needs.
new consideration may be given to
growth.
additional
pupil
in
temperatures.
Highs
today
morning,
the
memorial
special
breakdown
figures
to
the
latest
register
to
expected
are
guests
Amoig families in the lower
district. reorganizing the grade structure
from the Standard Rate and Data
and will represent the 24,955 service to deceased Woodmen mid 30s to lege 40s. Lows tonight industry moving into the
for these buildings in accordance
members and fraternal project in the low IN. Highs Friday
service, the amount of money income range, food takes a
Kentucky members.
In the survey report, recom- with the needs presented at the
spent for food averages out to $23 bigger percentage of the budget
Convention speakers will in- on Saturday afternoon, the mostly in the 40s.
while housing takes a smaller_
upfor
mendations
made
were
merger.
time
of
banquet
on
Saturday
evening,
per week per local family.
Rayburn,
Waylon
clude
these
grading
the
and
schools
High
(3)
County
Calloway
This compares with $21 percentage of the budget. The
executive vice-president of and the convention business on
EXTENDED OUTLOOK
morning.
New • Extended weather outlook for recommendations were given to School should be enlarged to
east South reverse is true at the higher inthroughout the
Wixxinien, formerly of Murray, Sunday
officers
and Kentucky Saturday through the news media for presentation provide special service areas.
Central States and with $22 in the come levels.
now residing in Omaha, jurisdiction
to the public. Evidently several (41
The Calloway County
State of Kentucky.
The budget is geared to the
Nebraska. Waitman Taylor, Jr., delecates to the national con- onday:
people did not see or hear these Board of Education should
Larger expenditures are st typieal family of four, including
Nfayor pro-tern, Owensboro, vention to be held in 1973 will be
Chance of rain Monday. No
For their provide offices for the ad Senator Pat McCuiston, Pem- elected and will be installed by important temperature changes. reeivinendations.
tribute. in general to bigge a teen-age boy, a younger girl
benefit I am listing thern 111 exact
broke. Buford Hurt,•Murray, and NIT Rayburn at the closing Lows in the 30s arid 40s. Highs in
incomes
and to the greater s and a wife who does not have
priority order and word for word (Continued on Page Nine)
outside employnmetil.
Harry C. Bailey. 'Lexington, sgssinfriin Sunday marninx.--- • Ire 50s and low 60s
pending ability that reconv
Rev. Jack Vibbert
•
By Robert P. Dalton

Collision Reported
At 16th & Locust

Dance Planned At
The Calloway Club

Workshop Planned
Here Friday At
Nursing Building

Teachers' Workshop Planned At
7th & Poplar Church of Christ

Band To Play
At PTA Meet

Trevathan Is
State Director
Of CPA Society

AT

Ole and
le.
base
on
Rongs
rtiess
y.

Revival Services
At Mt. Sinai

Young Child
Hit By Bus

Father Of Local
Woman Succumbs

Superintendent Explains
Position on School Issue

Rev. Jack Vibbert
Is Kirksey Speaker

Murrayans Will Attend Woodmen
Convention To Be At Owensboro

The Weather

r

Local Families Average
$23 Per Week On Food

.1
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Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER a TUCKS FILE

Pvt. Ronnie L. Moubray, son of Mr. and Mrs. Eullce Mouoray,
has been selected "Trainee of the Day" by the Third Training
Regiment of the U.S. Army at Fort Knox.
Dr. Hugh L. Oakley and G. T. Lilly of the Industrial Arts
Department of Murray State College will attend the KentuckyTennessee Industrial Arts Teacher Education conference at East
Tennessee State College, Johnson City, Tenn., March 31 to April 1.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Key Overbey are the parents of a baby girl
born last week at the Murray Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Warren Fox announce the engagement and
approaching marriage of their daughter, Joretta, to John Walter
Randloph,son of Mrs. Milus Randolph and the late Mr. Randolph
of Cadiz Route Five.

20 Years Ago Today
LEDGER a TIME8 FILE

Deaths reported are Mrs. Blanch Pogue, age 91, who died
March 23,and Mrs. Lee Herndon,age 50, who died March 24.
Rob W. Parker, firemen apprentice, USN, is serving as a
member of the crew of the Destroyer Escort USS Naifeh.
James S. Klapp, son of Mr. and Mrs. Norman Klapp, has
enlisted in the Air Froce and is now enroute to Lackland Air Froce
Base, Texas.
Miss Sue Holland of St. Anne, Ill., is a guest of her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Milburn Holland.

Bible Thoughtfor Today
Is not the life more than meat, and the body than raiment?—
Matthew 6:25.
How shortsighted we are when we concern ourselves primarily
with just food and clothing.

ISN'T IT THE TRUTH!
by Carl Mkt Jr.

Who in this upside-down world of today would
want to take on the awful responsibility of being a
husband? Why, women plumping for liberation,
that's who—those humans who still do not understand what men have been trying to tell them
for centuries: that a good man is hard to get.

MENTAL
HEALTH
MATTERS
Bertram S. Brown, M.D.
Director
National Inst!ttde----of MerrtarHealth

You Have Seen These Scenes
Before What Do They Show?

By United
Carl Mon
prove that

SOMEBODY DOWN HERE LIKES THEM — Someone in
Charleston, W.Va., is taking a bit of license with the
license plate spot on the car front. Police in Charleston
are trying for improvement in pay and hours.

..,`.,......7„.......--1-,,..-.
--.,- ..
5
- 7-747.

7'....7----;::47-...1.:----7----

-........

In carryover vegetable gardening, be sure the seeds you
use retain their vitality. Corn,
leek, onion, parsley, parsnip,
and rhubarb seeds aren't usually good after a year or two.
Longer-lived are asparagus,
bean, brussel sprout, cabbage,
carrot,cauliflower, celery, kale,
lettuce, okra, pea, pepper radish, spinach, turnip and watermelon seeds - good for three
to five years. Long-lived (up
five years) seeds include
hie, cucumber, eggplants
tomato.

.., ,,,.

',..).-.4,.......e.;,,,--_,-•
---•-.....,
'--::Hse"
'

The smart gardener plans •
beforehand how he wants his .
plot to look, and where he ,;+
wants his flowers arid vegetables planted. Careful planning makes for prettier results,
richer crops- and less work.
* * *

Cau • . Don't place fertoo close (touching)
tiliz
edlings or young plants. If
you do, the roots may be
burned.

&N.3
.
1VOlgIRTY,A14).ii

ZINVANI raiRMVA
:ANTRAL SHOPPiNG CENTER

CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
US {41 NORTH

U S 641 NORTH

Saturday and Sunday
At 2:15-4---5:40--7:15

early.
- Time rolled on, but the
science of pharmacology, the
study of drugs, did not really
begin until the nineteenth century.
Once chemists and others
took interest, scientific approaches to. drugs widened
rapidly. The search through
nature for healing coInpounds,
and explorations of all kinds of
elements, were pursued with
great vigor.
There were major successes,
such as with vaccines and, later,
with antibiotics. These great
advances obscure the fact that
hundreds of thousands of diggings were made for each bit of
valuable material which was
found. But not until the 1950:s"
were there major gains,
,,iorthe
field of psychoactive ...Mind affecting) drugs.
These canto, -With the discovery and use-of the tranquillizing
drugs.. 'tile), are not the ideal
panacea, but with proper usage
hey do play an important role
in the mental health field. Also
today, we have available a
whole panoply of other drugs
which, again if used appropri•
ately and under medical attention, are an important therapeutic agent in the management
and treatment of mental illness.
Because of research underway today, moreover, the future
is bright with promise for new
discoveries and new or improved drugs and medicines for
the prevention and treatment of
mental and emotional disorders.

Expos' sop
achieve tin
An 18-gai
National IA
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of the U.S. On back of the $1 bill. 4 Independence Hall in. Philmdelphia, where the Declaration of Independence was ratified in 1776. On the $100 bill since 1929. 5--House of
Representatives wing of the U.S. Capitol. On the $50 bill since 1926.

The Almanac
By United Press International
Today is Thursday, March 25,
"It is necessary to be almost a genius
the 84th day of 1971.
to make a good husband:'
The moo:: is between its last
—Honore 'de Balzac
quarter and new phase
The morning stars are Venus,
Mars and Jupiter.
,Feed,er Steers:, Choice 300-500
,
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41.00, mixed Good and Choice 300500 lbs. 13.00-36.00, 500-700 lbs.
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wool*.
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Federal State Market News 30.00-13.00.
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lbs. 30.00-33.00, mixed Good and 700 lbs.
30.00-33.00, Good 300-500 the United States "was formed
Monday March 22 Mayfield,
Thoice300-500
lbs.
27.00-30.00,
500lbs. 30.00-33.00, 500-700 lbs 27.00- in Indianapolis, Ind.
Kentucky
In 1911 a fire trapped and
30.00.
Mayfield Livestock Market: 100 lbs. 24.00-27.00.
Feeder Heifers: Mixed good killed 147 persons at the
Livestock weighed on arrival.
Federal State Market News
Triangle Shirtwaist Co. in New
arid choice 300-500 lbs
Service
28.50-30.75,500-700 lbs. 25.50-28.50, York City.
Cattle this week 240
Tuesday March 23 Murray.
In 1947 an explosion in a mine
God(' 300-500 lbs. 26.00-28.50, 500Calves this week 40
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by
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vealers steady,feeder steers 1.00- Cattle this week 109
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In 1954 the Radio Corporation
Slaughter Cows: Utility 20.00Compared to last week:
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• Prolonged, oppressive pain
sisted of 39 weeks of fresh epiChoice 180-240 lbs. vealers 40.00 16.25-18.75.
or unusual discomfort in
sodes, followed by only 13 Willi-am Faulkner said, "I
45.00, mixed C-.,cocirl and Choice'
Vealers: Choice 180-240 lbs. 40eekt; of summer repeats' that. believe that man—. will not
the center of chest, behind
3S.00-40.00, mixed Good and 40.00-45.00, mixed good and
could be ignored, if desired? merely endure, he will prevail."
the breastbone
Choice 240-350 lbs. calves 31.50- choice 36.00-40.00.
That's almost ancient history. - 'Ube gradual eri Istiin 111 - That
\a Pain may radiate to the
35.00.
ratio finds the repeats beginshoulder, arm, neck or jaw
ning now in _willow in mida The pain or discomfort is
March. If this keeirs tip, the t.-l.
often accompanied by sweating
evision seasons soon may, roil,
Nausea, vomiting and shortness
sist of 13, weeks of new sluff
of breath may also occur
and 39 weiTts of repeats.
*
• Sometimes these symptoms
N
"C,
subside and then return
((((( igram
Series- will prt s4
a
-hour
Minutes count when heart attack
special, "Childhood:...The Enstrikes Act promptly
chanted Years." Oil April 22.
Specialists in the study of
children will participate in tii is.
exaniination of the formati‘c
years of infancy.

Federal State
Market Report

Mori
To 6

History of Medicines
The history of medicines used
against man's mental and physical ills is long and fascinating—
and helps us to understand
where we are today in the quest
for ideal drugs to cure human
ailments.
Taking drugs to help overcome mental disorders is probably about as old as man's life
on earth. We can speculate that
even the ancestors of Homo
Sapiens, trembling from the
shock of a narrow escape from
a sabre-tooth tiger, may have
chewed on some pungent leaves
that he knew would help to
calm him.
This is only speculation, but
there is archaelogical evidence
suggesting that sometime from
40,000 B.C. to 10,000 B.C. man
developed resources from
plants. Among these resources
may have been fruits, leaves, or
stalks of plants which produced
mental effects when chewed or
eaten.
Pre-history archaelogical findings front around 7000 B.C.,
furthermore, indicate that the
drug, alcohol, was used then.
Also, the use of such things as
mushrooms, betel nuts, and
cocoa leaves for their drug
effects may have come about
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By United Press ternational
Carl Morton says
prove that 1970 was no fluke"
andM.-looks-like the Montreal
Expos' sophomore pitcher will
achieve that goal.
An 18-game winner and the
National League's rookie of the
year in 1970, Morton went the
nine-inning distance Wednesday
in pitching the Expos to a 6-2
victory over the Atlanta
Braves. Morton allowed only
four singles "Is the Expos
scored their ninth victory in
their last 11 games.
Mack Jones and Ron Fairly
homered for the Expos and
Bobby Wine weighed in with a
run-scoring triple.
Morton, a converted outfielder, had a 3.60 earned run
average to go with his 18-11
record in 1970.
On other fronts: Thurman
Munson and Bobby Murcer hit
homers as the New York
Yankees downed the Boston
Red Sox, 9-5, while pummeling
former 22-game winner Jim
Conborg for six runs, seven hits
and two walks in four innings.
IRnborg, attempting to recapture his 1967 form when the
Red Sox won the American
League pennant, has yet to
make an impressive showing

this sprin ... Bob Robertson's
mer of the spring,
thret.-!un clout in tho...Arget
inning, paced the Pittsburgh
Pirates to a 9-2 trionph over
the Philadelphia,Phillies. John
Briggs homewed for the Phillies.
Tommy Helms and Hal
McRae had three hits each and
Milt Wilcox pitched seven
scoreless innings in the Cincinnati Reds' 8-4 win over the
Houston Astros. Cesar Cedeno,
Ray Busse and Jay Alou
hornered off Joe Gibbon during
the last two innings ... Al
Kaline's three-run homer off
Dave McNally helped the
Detroit Tigers to a 7-2 decision
over the Baltimore Orioles
despite a homer by Boog
Powell.
Richie Allen had a triple,
double and two singles to lead
the Los Angeles Dodgers to a
10-9 victory over the Washington Senators. Curt Flood drove
in three runs with a single and
double for the Senators ...
Leron Lee's seventh-inning double drove in the tie-breaking
run as the St. Louis Cardinals
edged the Chicago White Sox, 32. It was only the sixth loss in
19 exhibition games for the
White Sox.

Moto-X Held
Last Weekend
The Jonathan Creek Motorcrossers sponsored a Moto-X last
weekend.
The race consisted of 6 laps
aith each class running three
races with's total of 18 laps.
The winners were determined
by po4rlts;.1 btital of 1200 points is
possible. ()vegan winner is
determined by having the fastest
time for the 18 laps.
The race was sanctioned by the
until the day before the season American Motorcycle
starts, and I may even change Association and the Western, Ky.
Competition Riders Association.
my mind after that," Alstoa
Race officials were, John
said.
Hodge, Paul Elkins and Joe
Switch-hitter Wes Parker,
Harrison. Time keeper was, Don
who hit .319 and drove in 111
Duncan.
funs last year, appears likely to
Checkers were Joyce Houston,
start at first base, however.
June Cunningham and Frances
Bill Grabarkewitz, who hit .211
Garrison.
and drove in 84 runs, is set at
Class Winners
second base. Shortstop is more
Russell,
among
Bill
wide open
who came up from Spokane
1. DeWayneH
0-lMe
owtron
where he hit .363 to bat .259 in
2. Brad Reynolds
Dodgers,
31Igames
with
the
81
3. Earl Wilson Jr.
year-old Maury Wills, .270, and
4. Robert Houston
farmhand Bob Valentine, who
5. Billy Menser
hit .340 at Spokane.

Dodgers Have Power
This Year That They
Haven't HadinPast

Western and Villanova Meet
Tonight In NCAA Semi-Final
By DARRELL MACK
UPI Sports Writer
HOUSTON ( UPI ) -UCLA
has had a reason for winning
each of its last four NCAA
basketball championships.
The reason for the first three

was
simple-lam Akindor dome, whose roof is 208 feet
That was 1967, 1968 and 1969 above the players' heads.
"Depth perception is no
Last year the Bruins won i
because they wanted to prov problem," oldham drawled.
they could do it withou "We're country folk. We're
Alcindor, coach John Woode used to playing outside where
said Wednesday night on the the sky is the ceiling."
eve of the Bruins' setnifina
clash with Kansas.
Western Kentucky, 23-5, and
Villanova, 26-6, a pair of fastEDITORS: The following is
breaking teams who have neve
the 21st of 24 dispatches sizing
made the NCAA finals, wil
up the prospects of the major
By JACK WOLISTON
league baseball teams.
NEW YORK (UPI)- Fit- meet in the other semifina I
game. The winner will play the
ing out time for pleasure boat UCLA-Kansas winner for the
(Los Angeles Dodgers)
Avners is just around the
championship Saturday.
VERO BEACH, Fla. (UPI)corner, making it an appropri"Last year they were ex/
2
For a club that finished 141
ate_ time to review insurance
games out of first place a year
policies, especially if any tremely hungry all season By United Press International
ago, the Los Angeles Dodgers
changes are planned in a boat, because certain players thought The Pittsburgh. Condors are
are attracting an awful lot of
its equipment or the way in they hadn't received their just dill very much in the race for
clue because of Lew," Wooden the fourth and final playoff spot
which it will be operated.
experts to their bandwagon this
Thia advice comes from said. "It wasn't that they didn't in the American Basketball
spring.
Robert Lowry, manager of the like Lew. They did.
around
whisper
is
The
Association's East division.
wanted
to
show The Condors moved into a tie
"They
Hull and Liability Department
Florida, "See the Dodgersof MOAC (Marine Office- everybody they could win it with the Floridians for fourth
they're loaded," and Dodger
Appleton & Cox Corp.), who without him," Wooden said. "I place Wednesday night when
Manager Walter "Smoky" Alnotes that only; about one boat think maybe they also wanted
ston, baseball's quiet man, is
they beat the second-place
owner in 10 takes the trouble to prove it to themselves, too.
just sitting in the sunshine and "Russell may be the best allKentucky Colonels 149-131. The
to
update
his
policy.
.
101-125
ee
"They
haven't
been
way
admitting frankly that his club around fellow we've got," says
only other ABA game saw the
1.
Wayne
Garrison
"The
nine who don't," he this year," Wooden said. "They Memphis Pros beat the Denver
has got a lot of what it takes. Alston.
2. William Bogard
says, "may later regret the got a little more hungry the
Alston, the dean of major Third base is the chief
Rockets 132-118.
3. Kenny Thomas
oversight."
last two weeks."
league managers, never was Dodger problem. The answer
John Brisker, battling Ken4.
Johnny
Whybart
Wooden caused a minor tucky rookie Dan Lasel for the
Many owners, he says, acone to make rash predictions, could be Steve Garvey, who hit
5.
Bruce
Elkins
q re expensive equipment dur- incident when he showed up in ABA scoring title, tallied 37
and he sure isn't doing that .319 with power at Spokane and
ing the winter - depth finders, the stands of the Astrodome
now. But surveying a lineup .269 in 34 games for the
points for the Condors. George
126.175 cc
ship-to-shore radios, direction, prior to the UCLA practice
that includes newcomers Richie Dodgers. Or Russell, or Allen.
Thonipson scored 29 points for
1
'Tony
finders,
etc.
install
it on session and watched the final 15
Grubbs
Allen and Duke Sims and their The three top outfield canditheir boat in the spring but minutes of the Kansas workout. Pittsburgh while Issell and
Paul Wayne Garrison
big bats, even he is willing to dates are Allen, Willie Davis,
make no adjustments in their Coach Ted Owens of Kansas Louie Dampier tallied 27 each
3. John Thomas
admit, "I have seen some who hit .305 to put good years
to pace the Colonels, who lost
policies to cover the new didn't like it.
4.
David
Jones
power -on this club that I back-to-back, and Willie Crawtheir fourth straight game.
equipment.
"It's highly unusual," Ownes Memphis' victory evened the
haven't seen in the past-it's ford, who disappointed at .284 5. Terry Cohoon
"They' -stand the risk of said. "If -he thinks that's all Pros' record for the season at.,,
ate and headaches before he encouraging."
By WILLIAM VERIGAN
last year and showed up 25
,176-250 cc
being out-of-pocket should right, everyone has his own 40-40. Wendall Ladner and
Allen And Sims
was
later
hospitalized
in
pounds lighter this year. Also
UPI Sports Writer
I. Chip Moss
their boat become a total or beliefs. I wouldn't do.'it."
controversial
Allen,
_stir
The
Charley Williams paced the
a_vailable are Manny Moth, who
NEW YORK (UPI)-liea; Philadelphia for p series of
constructive - total'low"- he
The feud switches to the floor winners with 26 points each and
hit 34 homers and drove in 1011 hit .305, Tom P-aciorek, power 2: James Dotson - -iryweight champion Joe Frazier extensive tests.
3.
Dwain
said.
Norsworthy
tonight
with
two monstrous Jimmy Jones tallied 24. Rookie
yez, hitter from Spokane who has
aa
d1smlashtom
t,
hewChaordhin
faced possible suspension today Because of the symptoms, a
fun
rs
s
rn
undso
4. Bob Miller
Ralph Simpson led Denver with
the New York State Athletic Campbell said he hoped Frazier
'Lowry also suggests that front lines clashing headon.
looked excellent this spring, Bill
5. Ronnie Youtg
It will be the muscle of 24 and Larry Cannon collected
boat owners review their liabilCommission on the recotnmen- 'vzotild' \Weer& to retire and for the Clefieland Indians, are Buckner, and Von Joshua.
Kansas'
6-10,
235
-pound
Dave
ity coverage.
22
dation of commission physician added that he was recommend- the reasons for that new power,
Interest in Singer
251-OPEN
Robisch and 6-10, 225-pound
ing suspension because of the of course. For years, since the Top pitching interest on the
Dr. Edwin Campbell.
"Injury
awards
in
boating
Roger Brown against UCLA's
dear dead days when he Dodgers this spring centers on I. Phil Joiner
Campbell examined Frazier probability of a head injury.
have followed the upward
2. Ron Hammons
forward wall of 6-9, 217-pound
for three days after Frazier's Frazier was hospitalized a managed people like Gil Hodg- Bill Singer's arm. The big
trend
of automobile injury
3. Gerald Powell
Steve Patterson; 6-8, 230-pound
successful 15-round title defense week after the bout when he es, Duke Snider, and Roy righthander had only an 8-5
awards," --Eisays, "and many
4. Ken McCain
Sidney Wicks and 6-7, 225-pound
Alston
Campanella
in
Brooklyn,
over Muhammad All on March returned home to Philadelphia,
record last year with arm
boat owners unknowingly may
Curtis Rowe.
8 and revealed the champion* and he will not be discharged has been bidding for pennants trouble, but first spring reports 5. Bobby Canter
be underinsured."
Western Kentucky, featuring
was suffering from the symp- until Saturday. He was de- with Dodger teams that were are that the "Singer Pitching
Lowry says a boat owner 7-foot Jim McDaniels on offense
loaded with pitching but very Machine" is back in top
toms of either a concussion or scribed as "feeling fine."
n.y. Lake Men's
also should discuss with his and 6-8 ,Clarence Glover on
a subdural hematoma, a blood
Dr. James C. Giuffre, who little hitting.
working order. Alston names
Bowling League
agent insurance deductibles defense, Ls favored over cindeOne of the things Smoky did Singer, lefty Claude Osteen (16clot in the tissue surrounding has been administering tests
and credits which offer oppor- rella Villanova in the other
the brain.
and treatment to the 27-year-old a lot during those years was to 14), and righthander Don Sutton
TEAM
W..L
tunities- to reduce insurance semirmal.
During'the days after the fighter since he arrived at St. platoon players.
76/
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2
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costs.
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"It
came about through The Dodgers, even 141
bout, Fraaier suffered from riike's
Children's
Hospital,
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For example, hull insurance shooter, averages almost 30 All Jersey
severe nausea, including vomit- said, "Fri.. perfectly satified necessity," Alston explained. behind, were second in the
67/
1
2 361
/
2
on a boat under 10 years of age points and 15 rebounds a game. Mutual of Omaha
ing, and "was more exhausted with niy findings that he's fully "We had to try fellows at National League West last year
59 45
valued at $10,000 would be Glover, who is quicker and Colonial Bread
than any fighter I've seen," recovered. He has a strenuous different positions in order to and this year have a lot of
57/
1
2 46/
1
2
subject to a reduction of 25 therefore fouls less, will get the
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Alcindor, the 7-foot, 2-inch star the amount of the deductible.
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"We want to make absolutely well as the ball club. I may
52 51
of the Milwaukee Bucks and the
Credits refer to those special and 15 rebounds a game in Mo Go Oil
certain he is in top physical platoon even more this year50 54
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Moose Lodge No. 1
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1c, ording to Lowry-there San Diego Rockets *of the Jim Neale
sitiwas launched Wednesday copy of the 1971 American per game and Norm Van 1,1er
(Only games scheduled)
there," Rozelle said.
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Don
Alsobrook
areas
for
three
particular
in
leader
are
the
of
was
Cincinnati
National Basketball Association
The head man of the National afternoon from this military League schedule. When you do
181
average of 10.1 attention by boaters this have looked into the possibility Lyman Dixon
aerospace
an
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NBA Playon standings
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of
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7-Semifinals
(Best
team, were not day April 6, and then has the
Eugene Leahy
consideration today by club
familiar with the Coast Guard
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Don Abell
Eastern Division
announced Wednesday. •
Geoff Petrie of the Portland
next two days off.
owners, who are holding their, released.
2,031
scored
Series 'A'
Trail
Blazers
On
April
9,
10
and
11
the
annual winter meeting in this
W. L. sun-hathed, upper crust resort. LORD 0.-CALLITIM 'SIR'
Tigers play two single games points to become the seventh
0 0
New York
LONDON (UPI) -Lord Oh- arid a doubleheader with the rookie in NBA history to to
The proposal, which would
0 0 di astically alter the nature of vier-who prefers to be called Orioles in Baltimore. That's the 2,000 mark. The other
Atlanta
Walt Bella
the game, has to do with the Sir Laurence -has taken his Friday, Saturday and Sunday were Chamberlain,
Alcindor,
Series '13'
field goal attempts outside the seat in the House of Lords nine and it could turn out to be the .1PY, Oscar Robertson,
W. L. 20-yard line. If the kick is months after receiving the weekend that was. Those ,four Hayes and Rick Barry.
1 0 muffed and a touchback deve- peerage in the Queen's birthday games in three days are 'the
Philadelphia
0 1 lops, the ball would be
Baltimore
for a brie stretch near the end
key.
returned honors.
to the line of scrimmage The actor, 63, formally was "That's the seiies we want," of April occupied first place the
Western Division
aistead of the 20-yard One as introduced to his fellow peers says Billy Martin, laying bare rest of the way.
Series 'C'
Weilnesday and swore the oath his master plan. "People are
the present rules specify.
W 1.
Is
going around saying the Orioles The CiriCinnati Reds offered
Rozelle hedged when asked of allegiance.
0 0 who wants the rule changed.
Millivaukee
are a 'super team' and can't be an even better example in the
0 0
Sail'Francisco
beat. I don't believe that. I National League West last
"It may have come from just FVTURE AUTO BAN ,
one club," he said. "I don't SACRAMENTO, Calif. (UPI) think they can be beat and I've year.
Series 'D'
inj; players that. I think if
think there is any great support' -A bill banning pleasure
W. L. for it."
vehicles between 7 a.m. and 7 we can take that very first Sparky Anderson's ball clu
1
Los Angeles
Earlier in the day. the NFL p.iii.• in the central business series with them, they'll have beat Montreal on opening day
0
Chicago
bosses had voted down a district of cities with a to keep right on chasing us and and then knocked over the Los
Wednesday's Results
proisisal to give a team the population of 100,000 or more as who knows, they may never Angeles Dodgers, alio figured
Philadelphia 126 Balti 116
to be the most trouble, three in
option of running or passing for of Jan. 1, 1975, was introduced catch up."
los Angeles 100 Chicago 99
two points after a touchdown. in the California legislature Don't laugh at Martin's plan. a row. It was pretty much of a
Thursday's Games
It has worked 'before for a breeze for the Reds from that
That reflected the philosophy of Wednesday.
ktlanta at New York
The Measure would permit number of other clubs.
point on. They were in first
he late Vince Lornilardi,
Thursday's Games
le-endary coach of the Green only commercial and emergen- The
Orioles themselves pia, all but one day and won
Atlanta at New YVORK
cy vehicles in central city vetted with five'straiitht by 141
/
2' lengths over the
Bay Packers.
(Onlj game seheduledi
victories last -year and except Dodgers,
"Like Lombardi, they feel se' if ins.
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Condors
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Frazier Faces Possible
Suspension In New York
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Parade
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Morton Pitches Expos
To 6-2 Win Yesterd
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•

Kick Rule Has Almost
No Chance Of Passing

•

Parker Ford, Inc.
"EARLY SPRING SPECIAL"
During the month of March, we will

give a 10% discount on all tune-up parts and brake

linings installed in our shop!

Remember: "Service Built Our Business"

4.0v4m,40.4..,
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Mrs.

Alberta Chapman, Mrs. Aaron .
Thursday, March 25
1
Junior Recital of Carol Connor, aapman, Mrs. Louise Dick,
Diuguid, Mrs. P.
Tell City, hid., euphonium, will
be in the recital hall, Fine Arts Hart, and Miss Mildred Hatcher,
MSU, at eight p.m. No
charge.
Saturday, March 27
A dance for ninth grade
"The Crucible", Arthur Miller through college will be held at the
play, will be presented by the Calloway County Country Club
MSU Drama Department at the for members and their invited
auditorium at eight p.m. Tickets guests from eight to 11:30 p.m.
are $1.50 each.
Dress will be casual.

Burkeen . .

401"),e4ort/t

sm. sees,
Pb,,... 753 1917 or 113-4441_

1,4J

Dexter Club Has
March Meeting At Pritchett Home

Joseph Cartwright
Speaker At Meet
Of Murray AAUW

Mrs. June Pritchett opened her
home for the March meeting of
The Murray Branch of the
era Club
Association
American
held at nine-thirty o'clock in the
University Women held its March
morning with the president, Mrs.
Nursing
meeting at the
Lyda Overby, presiding.
Education Building, Murray
The members welcomed back
State University, with Mrs. Inez
their devotional leader, Mrs.
Claxton, president, presiding.
Elizabeth Puckett, who had been
Joseph Cartwright, assistant
absent for some time due to ill
professor of history at Murray
of the Happytimers 4-H Chili taken at the health. The roll call, minutes, and
members
are
Pictured
State University, was the guest
treasurer's report were given by
held at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Teddy Bean.
speaker and discussed -The Role meeting
Mrs. Linda Conner. Ten memCounty
Macrame: Creative Knotting, Murray -Calloway
of Black History In the
bers and one visitor, Miss Reda
Western Shrine Club will have a potluck
by
exhibition
Curriculum". He discussed at
Colson, were present.
Association of Art Museums, supper at the American Legion
length the history of the black
Plans were made for the club to
opens at the Mary Ed Mecoy Hall Hall at 6:30 p.m.
people and said a great deal of
have a country musical and a
Gallery, Fine Arts Building,
research is being done and being
The Happy timers 4-H Club met guest speaker to discuss the use
MSU, and will continue until The monthly singing will be
written about both the blacks and
in
April 30. This includes works of 25 held at Hardin Pentecostal
the home of Mr. and Mrs. and abuse of drugs on Monday.
the whites.
Mrs. Maurice Christopher, right, of the Alpha Department of
Bean on Tuesday, March March 29, at six p.m. at the
Teddy
artists and there is no charge.
urch of God at 7:30 p.m.
Miss Ann Herron, topic leader Girl Scouts in troop No. 47 went
The public is invited.
16, with Dianne Harrison- Dexter Community Center. The
Featured singers will be from out the Murray Woman's Club, is pictured with the winners of the for the evening, reviewed the
to the South Central Bell presiding at the meeting.
public is invited.
poetry contest conducted by the department. The winners are, left
of town.
topic, "Black Studies" in regard Telephone Station. They took a
both
first,
Conoway,
Christi
and
w
second,
Refreshments were served by
Club
Byerly,
Janet
to
Woman's
right,
Hazel
The
devotion
the
read
academic community, and tour of the Telephone station. The Darrel Bean
hostess. Others present were
the
from Faxon, in the elementary division, Marietta Farris, first, to the
meet at the Shirley Garden
introduced Mr. Cartwright.
Girl Scouts visited the station on and Larry Cunningham led the Mrs. Lula Parrish, Mrs. Alene
Sunday, March ZS
and Darrell Gibson, second, both from Calloway High, senior
Center at seven p.m. Members
The slate of new officers were March 18.
pledges. Melanie Norwood, Pritchett, Mrs. June Higgins,
The Calloway County Singing division.
note change in date and place.
presented by Miss Herron, Scouts included in the tour secretary, read the minutes.
Convention will be held at the
Mrs. Dollie Colson, Mrs. Pansy
chairman of the nominating were JoAnn Allbritten, Jill
and Mrs. Irene MitPritchett,
Gamma Omicron Chapter of Brooks Chapel United Methodist
discussed
committee. They are Mrs. Inez Bement, Vickie Chadwich, Jean Mrs. James Tucker
chuson.
Beta Sigma Phi sorority will Church at 1:30 p.m. All singers
and
demonstrations
and
speeches
Beryl
Mrs.
president,
Claxton,
Cole, Kelly Ford, Patricia
The next meeting will be held
meet at the Baptist Student and listeners are invited.
Whaley, second vice-president, Hamilton, Lisa Hopkins, Marilyn encouraged each one to par- on Thursday, April 8, at 9:30 a.m.
Center at 7:30 p.m.
County
Calloway
and Mrs. Robert Wiggins, Howard, Kathy Miller, Lisa ticipate in the
BFA Show of Leslie Wright,
at the Mitchuson home.
held in May.
secretary.
Morton, Debbie Pearce, Mariann Rally Day to be
the
at
open
will
Miss
that
Louisville,
announced
president,
the
of
Department
The Zeta
In a setting of spring flowers,
Mrs. Claxton discussed the Wheatly, Verna Williams, and
Murray Woman's Club will have Exhibition Hall, Fine Arts jonquils, hyacinths and azaleas, Ann Herron would be hostess for
The Four-Cousins performed
Kentucky State AAUW con- Karen Fogo.
a breakfast at the Holiday Inn at Building, MSU, and continue Chapter M of the P.E.O. the next meeting at her Murray
vention to be held at Morehead Those accompanying the for the club and they will be the
charge.
No
10.
April
Monday
office,
through
State
Library
be
will
Hostesses
a.m.
seven
Sisterhood observed the seventh
April 2 and 3 and urged as many Scouts were Leslie Hopkins, club entry in the 4-H variety
Mesdames Ace McReynolds,
anniversary of the founding of the evening, April 5 at 7:30. Rev. as possible to attend the Lanette Hopkins, Kim Ford, Lisa show.
John T.Irvan,C. H. Hulse, Henry
Mr. and Mrs. Genie B. Adams local organization, Saturday Henry McKenzie, B.I.L. guest meetings. Miss Mary Stein, state
Howard, and Rocky Hudson.
Holton, and Miss Madelyn Lamb. of Hazel Route Two will be March 20, at the home of Mrs. speaker, will talk on the theme
Games were played and
cultural interests chairman, will The Scout leader of the troop is
The home of Mrs. Eula Nancei
for
programs,
the
1971-72
were served by
refreshments
honored at a reception at the Hugh L. Oakley. Mrs. A. H.
attend the state meeting.
Mrs. Jerry Hopkins. The co- Mrs. Bean, according to Debra was the scene of a beautifully
Wagon Holiday Inn. Murray, from three Titsworth was assisting hostess. "Culture Through Beauty."
Welcome
The
A new member introduced as leaders are Mrs. Ted Howard,
arranged bridal shower given on
Homemakers Club will meet at to 5:30 p.m. All friends and
The first organizational lun- The following members were Mrs. John Devine. Refreshments Beverly Britnele, and Mrs. Tucker, reporter.
March 15, in honor of Miss Sheila
Maurice
Mesdames
present:
Mrs. Kenneth relatives are invited to attend. cheon took place at Oakhurst
the home of
were served by Dr. Alta Presson Wallace Ford. Mrs. Hamilton
bride elect of C. W.
Harris,
Olga
Freeman,
County
Christopher,
Murray -Calloway
Adams, Oak Drive, at ten a.m.
with Mrs. Ralph Woods and other
arid Miss Polly Campbell.
Nance.
also accompanied the group.
J.
L.
Hortin:
S.
Hart,
George
Hospital.
40
serving
The senior recital of Alan Murray members
of After the tour, the troop
Hostesses for the pre-nuptial
Alfred Lindsey, Jr., John C. Announcenient was made
The new father is a student at
Baker, Princeton,Trombone,will local and out-of-town P.E.O.'s.
the nett meeting to be held returned to the Girl Scout Cabin
were Jeanette Nance,
event
is
D.
and
jloberts,
E.
Quertermous,
University
Murray State
The Magazine Club will meet at be held at the Recital Hall, Fine Mrs. Henry McKenzie, current
Tuesday, April 20, at the home of to have refreshments and discuss
also employed'by Ashby Com- Paulette Nance. and Linda
the Woman's Club House at 2:30 Arts Building, MSU,at three p.m. president, formerly a member of Morgan Sisk, Harry M. Sparks, Kitty Sexton.
Robinson.
—a skating party.
pany at Benton.
p.m. with Mrs. Jessie H. Roane No charge.
the executive board of Michigan A. H. Titswortli, Ralph W. Woods,
Ford
The guests placed their Oft, on
Kelly
By
John
Nutter,
Hillis
McKenzie,
as hostess. Miss Frances Brown
State Cahpter, P.E.p., was
and Lisa Morton.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. a table decorated in pink and
will show slides taken durIng her The BFA show- of Leslie elected the first president. Under Hugh L. Oakley, and Henry
Carl Murphy and Mr. and Mrs. white. Large White wedding bells
McKenzie.
-travels to Russia.
t, Louisville, will open in her - guidance the following
Jack Glover, all of Alrno. Great hung overhead and at eight end of
Exhibition H611 of the Fine became charter members:
erandparents are Mr. and Mrs the table. Games were played
The second in a series of films Arts Briadiug..k1V, and continue Mesdames R. K. Wimrner, EdNorman Bennett of Almo Route and the prizes won were in turn
on crafts, "The First Course through April lit No charge.
ward Ruthledge, William R.
Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie Bazzell of One, Mr. and Mrs. Willie Glover given to the honoree.
Dinner Party", will be shown
Tracewell, and W. D. McCluskey,
The Omicron Alpha chapter of
Refreshments of punch, nuts,
Murray Route Two are the of Hardin, Mr. and Mrs. Garland
continuously from nine to eleven I
all of Paducah.
Tau Phi Lambda met in the home
Monday, March 29
baby boy, Richard Murphy of Princeton, and Mrs. mints and tiny white cakes were
a
of
were
parents
members
charter
a.m. at the Calloway County
Murray
of Mrs. Judy Scribner on Tuesday
served to the thirty one guests.
Senior Show of Joe Ellen
Alan, weighing eight pounds two Helena Herring of Germany.
Public Library.
Mesdames Paul Sturm, Hugh L.
evening March 23, at seven
Maskew, Murray, will open in the
March
Monday,
on
born
Alfred
ounces,
Tesseneer,
The Women's Society of o'clock. Her co-hostess for the
Fine Arts Oakley, Ralph
A *********
4(*********-(
District 13 of the Kentucky Kappa Pi Room,
Maurice Christian Service of the Russell's
Jr.,
Lindsey,
Jean 22, at 10:18 p.m, at the MurrayMrs.
was
continue
evening
and
MSU,
Calloway County Hospital.
Nurses Association will meet at
Christopher. A. W. Simmons, Chapel United Methodist Church Richerson.
charge.
No
10.
April
through
the Fulton Health Department,
Harry M. Sparks, Joe Baker met Tuesday, March 16, at the The business meeting was The new father is employed at XFulton, at 7130 p.m.
Frahlick,
the Murray Division of the
The Dexter Homemakers Club Littleton, Vaughan P.
home of Mrs. Hood Hopson.
conducted by Mrs. Anna Laura
Company.
Tappan
Herron
Ann
Miss
Hart,
S.
George
will have a country musical at the
Mrs. Ewing Wilkinson, vice- Farris, vice president of the.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. XThe Wranglers Riding Club will
and Mrs. Woods. The present president, opened the meeting chapter. The up-coming state
Center
Community
Dexter
meet at the Calloway County
and the welcoming each person. Mrs. convention, March 26-28 at Dewey Bazzell of Farmington Xstarting at six p.m. Burt Coody of membership is 26
Route One, Mrs. Clysta Rowland Xformed
Court House at seven p.m.
have
members
Paducah
Lexington will be the guest
Wilkinson started the program Owensboro, was discussed and
3A.
of
Paducah, and Wayne Bazzell
P.
Chapter
own
their
speaker at eight p.m.
explaining to the group the plans were made for several of
of Henderson. Great GrandGroups of the Baptist Women of
Mrs. McKenzie presided at the purpose of the WSCS.
Plans
attend.
to
members
the
the Hazel Baptist Church will
Saturday luncheon and business "Praying Hands, the Burning were also made for a luncheon to parents are Mrs. Lovie Finney XTuesday, March 30
meet as follows: Ethel Harmon
meeting. She cut the birthday Lamp and the Picture of Jesus" be held at the Holiday Inn on and Mrs. Lillie Bazzell, both of. XFarmington Route One.
with Sue Paschall at 1:30 p.m. The Foundational Sunday cake decorated, sumbolically, was the title of the spiritual
April 6. Prospective members
and Annie Armstrong with Ora School Class of the First Baptist with
white
and
yellow
Hood
by
Mrs.
given
invited.
be
will
program
Church will meet at the home of marguerites. Mrs. Christopher,
Allen is the name
Joyce at 6:30 p.m.
followed by Mrs. After refreshments were Rodney
Mrs. Rex Galloway. 1623 Sunset, acting chaplain, read from the Hopson. Prayer
and Mrs. Barry
Mr.
by
chosen
served by Mrs. Scribner and Mrs.
at 7:30 p.m. Mrs. James Carlin 13th chapter of St. Matthew. Bryan Overcast.
Friday, March 21
worked Murphy, University Heights Xparmembers
enjoyed
group
the
Richerson,
The
"The Crucible", Arthur Miller will be the guest speaker.
Minutes were read by Mrs. ticipating in the lesson, "The on the scrapbook which will be Trailer Court. Murray, for their
play, will be presented the second
Morgan Sisk and roll call was by Family Cluster—A Reality or taken to the convention this baby boy, weighing six pounds
The Sigma Sigma Sigm Mrs. Lindsey.
night at the Murray State
13,2 ounces, born on Monday, *******************
Illusion?", with the purpose weekend and entered in comUniversity auditorium at eight Alumni will meet at the home of
22, it 4:10 a.m. at the
announced
Mrs. Harry Sparks
whether changes petition in the State Scrapbook March
Mrs. Joseph Rexroat at 7:30 p.m. plans for the B.I.L. potluck being to see
p.m. Tickets are $1.50 each.
since the beginning time Contest.
dinner at her home Friday strengthen or weaken family life. Members present were Mrs.
Saturday, March
Junior and Senior Recitals of evening, March 26, at 6:30. Mrs.
The minutes and treasurer's Judy Scribner, Mrs. Jean
I ne Crucible", Arthur Miller Charles Rose, Sheffield, Ala., Titsworth was installed as guard report were read by Mrs. Junior Richerson, Mrs. Anna Laur
third
the
Riley,
Clarence
trombone, and
play, will be presented
by the president.
Garland. Mrs. Hood Hopson was Farris, Mrs. Melody Jourdai
night at the Murray State Mayfield,French Horn, will be at
A "Beauty in Thought" par- appointed to send get well cards Mrs.'Jeannie Lamb, Mrs. Jul..,
University auditorium at eight the Recital Hall, Fine Arts ticipation program brought an
Higginbotham, Mrs. Loretta
to members of the church.
Building, MSU, at eight p.m. No exchange
p.m. Tickets are 11 50 each.
meaningful Refreshments were served by Jobs, Mrs. Glenda Smith, Mrs.
of
charge.
quotations from each member Mrs. Tass Hopson and Mrs. Hood Helen Spann, and Mrs. Diana
Mrs. George Hart continued the Hopson.
the
of
Myers, with one guest, Kathy
Department
The Alpha
program with a comprehensive Members present were Mrs. Sykes, also attending.
have
Murray Woman's Club will
review of the P.E.O. Educational
The next regular meeting will
its noon luncheon at the club Seth Cooper of Murray Route Loan Fund, state and nation- Ewin Wilkinson, Mrs. Fred
Walker
Gairey
Mrs
Wickoff.
open
held April 27 at 7:00p.m. at the
an
ile
be
will
This
house.
Five has beendismissed from the wide.
Mrs. Junior Garland, Mrs. Tam home of Mrs. Jane Alley.
meeting with Dr Alice Koenecke Western
Baptist Hospital,
Mrs. John Quertermous, vice- Hopson, Mrs. Hood Hopson, Mrs.
as speaker. Hostesses will be Dr. Paducah
John Hicks, and visitors were
The National Center for
Mrs. Bryan Overcast, Mrs.
Arthur Hjort, and Miss Nancy health Statistics and it,. predecessor offices have published
Miller.
The next meeting will be held information on mortality by
since
at the church on Tuesday, April marital status periodically
1890.
20, at 1:30 p.m.
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AN INVITATION
TO ROSES
FASHIONS ON PARADE
FRIDAY EVENING
MARCH 26-7:30

The couple received a gift from
the employees and a dinner to
commemorate their building a
new home.
Mr. and Mrs. Palmer Hopkins Attending the dinner were the
were honored with a dinner at the honored couple, Mr. and Mrs.
Triangle Restaurant by em- Hopkins, Mr. and Mrs. Willard
ployees of the Pharmacy of the Ails arid son, Mark, Mr. and Mrs.
larry Cain and son, Brad, Mrs.
Murray-Callowdy
Hospital on Saturday evening, Charlotte Lamb, and Mrs. Rita
Farris.
March 20.

Mr., Mrsjopkins
Honored At Dinner

In Roses Laterrace Shop
A Fashion Show Featuring The Latest

Love
saves the
Great
American
Foot.

BATT!
MEE RIK
days if do
days, op
based oat
ch.:apes
used.

A pretty shoe can
feel as good as it looks.
And California Cobblers
are the shoes that keep
your feet from feeling
wounded. That's why
we call Cobblers
the right on shoe.

•

CALFFORICA

Spring And Summer Fashions Modeled

Cobblers Pr.

By Local Ladies.

More love than leather.

NO ADMISSION CHARGE
Central Shopping
Center

Highway 641 N.
Murray

.N r ro
NII

Be cute, be chic in "Tease in frog legs textured patent
with matching covered heel

Leaf OW IIAS
CIVI0,1

This shoe comes in Bone, sizes 51
2 to 10, widths S-N-M
/
Mrs. Jim Hall center, of the Kapp. Department of the Murray
Woman's Club, is pictured %Ith the winners of the essay contest
conducted by the department winners, left to right, are Vickie
Pat Lamb,first. and Sandra Hargrove, second, both of Calloway
High, senior division: Janet Byerly. first, and Pam Robertson,
second, both from Favon. jurrior high tits/skin.

R van's

DOWNTOWN MURRAY

9-8
Close
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TV CAMEOS: Hany Reasoner

Reasoner Praises Quality o TV
By SIU DUNN
TELEVISION programming
,le a matter of giving the people
,What they want to see, although
'the many short-lived series,
done in by the ratings, prove
the fallibility of trying to assess
-4viewer tastes. It's all a bit of
guesswork, applying not just to
,.television series but also net__
work news.
While news might be considered Just news and beyond the
influence of viewer preference,
there are many differences in
how it can be presented and
Who's doing the presenting, varolables greatly affecting the size
rof an audience watching a par„ticular news broadcast. Well
aware of all this, ABC, wanting to bolster their "Evening
News” program, hired Harry
Reasoner.
• • •
BEFORE joining ABC, Reasoner had been at CBS for 14
years, covering a variety of assignments from Washington to
the development of the Civil
Rights movement. Most recently he hosted the successful
news program, "60 Minutes."
Over the years Harry has won
numerous awards for his broadcast journalism, including the
Emmy and the Peabody
In addition to his hard factual reporting, Reasoner has the
reputation for finding the humorous story in some obscure
places. For example, he recently commented on the identity
crisis of Icelandic Americans.
observing, "you find nobody
hates you—or worse, you're left
to live your own life—you feel
a little left out." ABC correctly
forecast that Harry Reasoner
would prove an asset to their
news team. And since his arrival in December, the ratings for

taster with the ball than we are,"
By Kathy Zachem
ic sato, "and we must cikWii
'Special Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.--The However, some are going in the
problem of solid waste disposal wrong direction and those perwas the topic at a "Mission 5000" sins need our guidance."
seminar, conducted by the DeVon Bogue and Elmer
federal Enviorrnental Protection Illevland-of the EPA's Atlanta
Agency(EPA and state Division office, pointed Out that people
of Solid Waste, at Lake Cum- •ilon't want to give solid waste.
berland State Park recently.
"We must tell the truth,"
Mission 500 is an EPA project Kh;ue said, "about the cost of
aimed at closing 5000 open dumps envirorn.ental control. The people
of local communities do not see
in the U. S. by 1972.
The purpose of the-seminar was where their tax dollars go once it
to inform the group of 127 leaves their hands."
health Other speakers on the agenda
local
sanitarians,
authorities,and public officials in were Sam Johnson, acting
attendance procedures for director of the Division of Solid
closing the undesirable dumps Waste, Rufus Miller, also with
the division, and Jack Abney and
in Kentucky.
"We are on a collision course James Carpenter of the Apenviormental pa lachain
toward
Demonstration
deKradation," said Ralph C. Project.
Pickard, the state's deputy Johnson discussed legal steps
Commissioner for Enviroment, that may be taken in the closing
of some locally operated dumps.
in his opening address.
"The pressure will -be on
"The public may -be- running sheriffs to enforce the anti-litterVeteran newsman Harry Reasoner, behind his desk at
law," he said, "...and help is also
the ABC studios,prepares his report for "ABC EveBOYDEN WILL CHALLENGE needed from county attorneys."
ning News, which he co-hosts with Howard K. Smith.
The sanitary landfill was
"ABC Evening News" have Saigon, Hong Kong, Tokyo, and
LONDON (UPI) — Anthony igreed upon by the experts as the
gone up.
Tel Aviv.
Boyden, whose yacht Sovereign best method of disposal in lieu of
• • •
Harry says the purpose of
in
the 1964 the open dump" with incineration
was beaten
"EVENING NEWS" is a five the "Evening News" is to preas the second choice.
times weekly. Waif-hour report sent the facts rather than edi- America's cup, will lead the
to According to Abney, the cost of
syndicate
British
that puts Harry Reasoner in torialize. Hopefully, then, view- next
New York and his co-host, How- ers will formulate their own challenge for the prized yacht- a landfill operation is much less
ard K. Smith, in Washington. opinions find recommendations. ing trophy.
than that of incineration.
.
Harry estimates that two- In that regard, Harry feels the
Emphasis was placed on the
thirds of the show comes from networks have been doing a
,pen dump as a health hazard,
Commodore Elmer Ellsworththe field correspondents, who good job.
and the fact that the elimination
number 49, aided by 53 cameraBut having spent the early Jones said Friday that the
11 open dunips would reduce- the
men. News bureaus are located part of his career on newspa- Royal Thames Yacht Club has
iiiWit of air and water pollution
throughout the United States, pers, Harry is aware of the ad- placed an order for a new 12the major European capitals, vantages the papers have over meter yacht to challenge for as well as.
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Closing Open Dumps Is
News Topic Of Recent Seminar
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television journalism. It's mostin 1973.
ly a matter of space, and time the Cup
for development of a story, unavailable in a network news
broadcast. On the other hand,
Harry feels network -newsfers the wrap-up to the day's
events, concentrating on the
highlights and making excellent

SPECIAL

11 a.m.-2 p.m.
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LOSE UGLY FAT

...n start losugg sresghl belay
S40% ADS X ,s a riny tablet and easy
to tste loSONADEX 5th heip orb
sour desire fie excess food &Allele-

use of the visual aspects of a
story. And its accessibility
makes it "a national news
source, especially important outBY CLARK KINNAIRD
side New York City."
• • •
"FENNY LIND, "the Swedish
COMMENTING on occasionNightingale," was first mually strained relations between sical artist, o(- either sex to
the national government and the receive $1,000 per each perpress, Harry said it's quite un- formance in the United States.
derstandable and not limited to She collected $150,000 for 150
the government alone, In get- concerts across the entIhtfr
ting any news story, there's a in 1850-52, when one _dollar
natural antagonism between the was the equivalent of perhapa
reporter and the reported. One twenty dollars today.
wants to know all. While the
The coloratura soprano's inother hopes to convincingly con- itial concert in the tour arvey his opinion, although he's ranged by P. T. Barnum
wary of divulging too much for brought $10,000 into the boxfear of the unknown, the re- office, as indicated in the New
sulting story. However, to 'York newspaper headline inABC's credit, they have received sp7
a letter from President Nixon
commending all for ABC's practice of distinguishing between
ii
1411114.-TIA111111a*)
/raper so.met mere
news and cemmentary on the
various news reports.
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GETTING READY FOR SIX-MONTH TRIP TO MARS—The first of two
Mariner spacecraft scheduled for launch toward Mars in May is
undergoing inspection and
checkout at Cape Kennedy. They are to be launched May 5 and May 15
by AtlasCentaur rockets. The 2,I50-pound Mariners will reach Mars in
November and go
into 800 and 600-mile orbits to make-photo maps and other
scientific studies for a
minimum of 90 days. The orbits_ would be the closest ever to
Mars.
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sills far or your money will be
refunded with w assest.rus asked
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Mammy —Nag'Orders Filled

3 Pieces Chicken, Potatoes with Gravy,
Cole Slaw, Rolls
COLONEL SANDERS' RECIPE

12th & Sycamore

Phone 753-7101

Busy Bod
it's the same truck. Same load-lovin'
overhead cam engine. Same torsion bar front and
heavy-duty rear suspension. Same steel girder
frame. And a split personality.
A six foot all-steel bed and flat-loading
tailgate take on surfboards, bikes, hay bales.
Tie down hooks all 'round see that they stay on. .
A variety of campers snuggle right in there, too.
Slip into the comfortable, hi-visibility cab.

•Jt
t•••

150

Latch onto the smooth shifting 4-speed stick. Get
up to 25 miles per gallon and proven reliability.
The Datsun Pickup—haul off and buy one.
A lot of haulers have. It's the number-one
selling import truck. Drive a Datinm...then decide.
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MORE STARTING

POWER!

•
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_serted beside this contemporary sketch of her.
At the end of her American
tour, at Boston, she married'
a musician, Otto Goldschm4414,
and retired to England.

03Ist. by King Features Syndicate/
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INSTALLED lege
„cars like iron.
Choice of colors.
Front & rear seats.
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SPORTSTER JET
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9-8 Mon .-Sat
Closed Sundays
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FUTURAMA PLASTIC

Bel-Air

Shopping
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WRAPPED ATTENTION
is
incess Anne of
dressed in a purpli • 'di
coat, black, hat and
and wears a seriw
presion as she listei
speaker at the Royal \
Dockyard -at Portsn ,,h,
England. She launch,
raring yacht Sea tv th
III of the Royal Nov,
[ling Association

DATSUN
PRODUCT OF NISSAN

P14jocal_.freight, state sales tax and license eate

LASSITER-McKINNEY DATSUN
South 12th Street

Phone 753 7114
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ts" Conservation Needs Of
Earth's So-Called "Hot Spo
iled
Coftld Reveal Unpolluted Water Kentucky Land Comp

By Jim warren
The gravel contains more
developing.
than
water
for
State News Bureau
void-space
Robert Reynolda, assistant
densely placed clays or other
conservationist, believes
state
soils and this can result in a
FRANKFORT, Ky.-A recently increased highway construction,
temperature contrast between released survey of land use in
particularly interstate conthe aquifer and the surrounding
Kentucky shows the amount of struction, has contributed to the
sediments which will show up
e. that many popu. acreage devoted to crops has crop acreage reduction.
aid
aac
nrf
eu
onothBeris

By RAYMOND WitCOVE

THURSDAY—MARCH 25. 1971
urban growth which is booming
into rural areas and taking up
land formerly used for crops.
Despite this reduction total
income from crops in Kentucky
has continue to rise.
Total cash receipts from crops
in 1968 was $382,229,000 and rose
to $398,386,000 in 1969. Total
income from crops in 1970 totaled
5419,418,000.
Cash receipts from farm
markets in 1970 were estimated
nationally at a record-high ;48.7
billion and a 2 to 3 per cent increase in forecast for 1971.
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Ccoitrol Pre as Assucuit
Correspotulent
UNIVERSITY PARK, Pa. -A two-year study ni—d— Young
geologist has disclosed the exisLence of "hot spots" on the
Earth's surface which mark the
declined slightly over the past ten -Interstate highway conpresence of new and abundant
lated areas of North America years.
struction usually takes up to
water
unpolluted
supplies of
Kentucky Soil and Water about 40 acres per mile,"
Europe are located on iceThe
and
at
ground
the
flowing under
age deposits and could draw Conservation Needs Inventory
Reynolds noted. "Cloverleafs
shallow depths.
water from aquifers not yet was completed during 1968.70
is
ation
experiment
Further
interchanges take enormous
and
pertechnique
His
identified.
the direction of a com- amounts of land which formerly
under
under way to detect the "hot
areas
of
even
mits the detection
spots" from the air with inmittee of state and federal may have been used for planof maximum subsurface water
fra-red devices. Such a developMember groups in- ting."
to
agenices.
city
a
small
for
ideal
flow
ment would revolutionize water
tap into because they promise clude the U. S. Department of
of
parts
Dr. John Redman, of the
many
in
prospecting
..
.supply.
a continuous
Agriculture, U. S. Soil Con- University of Kentucky College
Use world.
servation Service, Kentucky of Agriculture, feels the steady
Philip J. O'Brien, while a
o'BRIEN'S theory of temperNatural
of
Department
candidate for a doctor's degree
movement from rural to urban
confirmed
was
variance
ature
Department of
and
Resources
at Penn State, found that cert
experimen
two-year
a
during
areas has influenced the down.
tain subterranean water-bearin which he laboriously staked Fish and Wildlife Resources
ward trend.
ing strata telegraph their presA similar survey was perout more than a hundred tem\lore and more small and
ence to the surface by producstations: formed in 1958-60 and proved a
perature - measuring
part-lime farmers are depending
ing subtle changes in the temnarrow, six-foot shafts into valuable tool in land use planmore on off-farm employment
perature of the soil above. The
which a thermiator (an elecning. Shifts in land use and and changing to less intensive
surface soil may be as much
inwas
er)
thermomet
tronic
conservation needs made a more land use on their farms," he said.
as three or four degrees Fahr,.
)
ert
sed
neighthe
than
warmer
up-to-date report necessary.
enheit
whose
area
an
chose
contest,
Brien
poster
the
"More land formally devoted to
William J ery (Jeff) Wyatt, left, winner of
boring ground.
A comparison of the two crops is now being put into
aquifers were known in order
are
contest,
theme
the
of
winner
right,
O'Brien
Philip
Ross,
Catherine
and Sarah
• • •
shows crop acerage
to verify his hypothesis that reports
Clean water finder
grass."
pictured with Willard Ails, chairman of the Calloway County
such strata make their exis- dropped from 26.7 per cent of all
AT 30 TO 60 feet, the waterawards
their
presented
A comparison of the 1958 and
Council on Drug Education, as they were
bearing strea—called aquifers tap." In Greater Schenectady, tence felt on the surface. O'- Kentucky lands in 1960 to 25.8 per
1968 surveys would appear to
--are often beyond the reach N. Y., 20 million gallons of wa- Brien said the entire course of
as being winners in the contests sponsored by the Coosa.
cent in 1970.
support this statement as pasture
of pollution. Their detection in ter a day are drawn from 15 an aquifer, which may be difStanley Head, Department of land increased 2.2 per cent during
means,
other
the
by
through
trace
to
ficult
however,
wells.
the
past,
nd
undergrou
According to a new federal
pointed can be plotted from soil-tem- Natural Resources, noted the the
sinking of exploratory wells,
However, O'Brien
ear period.
regulatioti, manufacturers of
been too expensive in many out that the Schenectady water perature data.
importance of the report as an In addition to listing land
light bulbs now must put the has
• • •
resou,rces
areas to be widespread as it system, representing an investwhat
of
utilization the survey notes
following information on the costs more than $100,000 to drill ment of several million dollars, O'BRIEN now is working at indication
sleeves of paper in which bulbs and equip a high-capacity well. is in an area where the aquifer the Air Force Cambridge Re- weach county has and what steps acreage needing conservation
should be taken to preserve them. treatment and what measures
are packaged. thr average light
O'Brien's new method for de- distribution is well known. "Our search Laboratories in Bedford,
fast
output and life of the bulb. tecting the presence of an aqui- method," he stated. "is expect- Mass, on the development of "Our landscape is
are needed to protect, improve,
schools,
new
and
that
device
changing
find
sensing
an
infra-red
cities
other
•
*
help
*
to
re
ed
patfer from the temperatu
and re-establish vegetation
William Jeffery I Jeff Wyatt
tern of the surface soil will aquifers not on the geological would enable "hot spots" to be factories, homes, airports and where needed and prevent
. son of Mr. and Mrs. Bill Wyatt,
SrNeral major supermarket make the development of well- map and, what's equally im- detected from' the air. This highways are appearing every flooding.
grade
4th
a
• 1502 Oak Drive,
Chain, are experimenting with
To meet the "Of some 6,368,331 acres in HELL'S ANGELS from Buffields less haphazard and, less portant, ten the city fathers would pave the way for "ther- day," he said.
student at Robertson School was plastic bags fall use at the costly.
falo. N.Y., these shaggy
where to drill for the maximum mal prospecting" that may one
g and
of
protectin
challenge
tillage rotation in Kentucky 61 worthies are among 57 moday enable a high-speed airthe 1st place winner of the poster eheckout counter. The test
It could, said O'Brien, help flow."
we
water
and
land
our
improving
The Penn State geologist said ,.raft to find underground waper cent need some sort okcon- torcyclists charged with
contest for grades 1-5 sponsored bags are semi-opaque polyethy- many communities where fresh
mission over need accurate inventories of our servation treatment to protect
by the Calloway County Council lene., They're supposed to be surface water is in short sup- that the method he developed ter on one photo
first degree murder in the
works best in glaciated areas. a region where surface water is resources in relation to their and, improve the land„' Head
wake of a inntorcycle show
on Drug Education. The theme of stronger than paper bags and ply. O'Brien said that "there These
where glacieri scarce or too polluted to use. present and future use. This
are
areas
of
understores
are
enormous
"Seven per cent need a rumble in _Cleveland.- Thy.
Jeffs poster was ''Why Guess are -said to hold up better
O'Brien plans to publish his report contains the basic data we noted.
water, pollution-free left deposits of loose gravel that
ground
change-to permanent - vegetative are Edward Bezusko, 27,
" About Drugs, Get the Facts':.
against moisture.
and protected from evaporationi have sluice been covered by oth- :findings in his doctor's disser- need." „
cover ,and '32, per cent are and (lower) Frasieis Hertation
Ross,
Catherine
that we have not yet begun to er sediments.
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Although the Crop acreage .adequately treated foK soil and man, 37. Five killings, -are
daughter of Mrs. Lucille Ross,
profile
amounts to only. 9: per water conservation."
reduction
on reoird, and 47 of Breed
109 N. 7th Street, a 7th grade
cent, agriculture experts see
Other officials believe the loss and 10 Hell's Angels are in
student at Murray High School
trends
significant
some
in crop acreage is attributable to the clutches of the fuzz
was the 1st place winner in the
6-8.
grades
Theme Contest for
Sarah's theme will be read over
Radio station WNBS Saturday
By GREGORY JENSEN
By VERNON SCOTT.
morning at 9:15.
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11
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conversation for the_show.
the other it is the director. Ii tilt 1114'11 have film credentials if
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90-minute show is very highest.
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The
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principal
Oat.
parents home Saturday while
Illisalwth (a magnificent pcthirmance
the air.
r.xample: in onc
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light
letter,
keep
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books as possible
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later tele• with a motion picture camera and
fades.
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phone saying she had run oft
The result: a perfect ni, sic "jump cut," ...impressing distance
and activity of the in the news. Many individuals
fauna
flaura,
Nicola's brother
Di
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who come to his attention in and time by- quid, leaps from scene to "scene. Withill 11111.
natives .- some are friendly.
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Giuseppe, 32, married and a
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manner eventuaHy wind
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For example he
foot.
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father of three.
moving
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actor
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miles of distance without
Buddy Ebeen siding his boat, tip
Example: Marv, ihreen of S4'1414 (45,ink's wife, Sarah Miles)
Th..
holds court. As she sweeps our a courtier cries a ritual "Ilo!
As they
Queen,- and minions glide on to ehangc• the furniture.
Asst. Styles
s
work another courtier (Tie, ''I hi! The Quecor and the,ininion
sweeps
onstage.
Reg. 118.00
bow as Elizabeth
,dissolve," blending one scene into
The result: a perfect movie'
the next.
--7,
In movies a filmed pia% is all too common. Neither of then'
productions is the reverse. a staged film. Both are firmly rooted
ONE
"STATE PRIDE"
GROUP
tinder a proscenium arch. and both make stunning theater.
pioneend;
techniques
visual
iise
a
the
of
make
But both
movies which is extremely rare on the legitimate stage. Perhaps
it should be less ran'.
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Some safety rules to follow
in use and storage of aerosol
cans: never leave in the -tin,
especially in a closed ear nee,
ver leave on a warm surta,
such as a stove; never incinerate or puncture a van. "real
'the spray can with the rrspect
you would any ...mitosis, device.
Middle East is tense, but work is continuBUILDING BOOM IN JERUSALEM—The
ormer -Jordanian-sector-of-jeettsalem near
+he-f
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ing on an Israeh
keeping force headquarters.
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Large gifts by foundations
to education showed a *II
million increase lad year, th.
American Association of Fund
Raising Counsel Inc, reports.
•* •

President Nixon's Irish set
iftf Tim, was airlifted repeated
ly from the White House south
lawn to teach him to accept
.el
helicopter travel. Dogs MagaIts riililit.ig tutu,
ititiat
reports.
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ord-high $48.7
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house she owned.
SACRAMENTO, Calif. UPI)
—When Mrs. Irene G. Reed "She said she started a little
decided to go home to Portugal, fire because she did not want
she took some gasoline and set anything left to come back,"
fire to tile 11-room rooming said Probation Officer Vernon
V. Ferguson after Mrs. Reed, a

THURSDAY-MARCH 25, 1971
The ultimate accessory for
33-ear-Hd widow, pleaded guil- fashion's latest
darling, hot
ty to arson.
pants, is a watch that dangles
He continued Mrs. Reed "did provocatively from a
leather
not know it was a crime to strap that circles the thigh.
The
burn your own property."
face of the watch
atch features the
w
"stop."eof

14/KAT WOULD iOU DO IF I JUST
6AVE YOU A CAN OF DOS FOOD
AND A CAN OPENER AND101.0
LiOU 10 FIX t'OUR 30-1 SUPPER?

DIP NE TI4INK

IAXIAT

,fWAAH!

I'D CO,
A WOLF PACK?

saN

Her s life
not his 'affair'

_
Nancy

By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: I have a very intelligent friend whose
company I enjoy a lot until he starts asking personal
questions which make me very uncomfortable. For instance,
he wants to know how I feel about sex. Then he asks about
my dreams, my earlier years, and other highly personal
things which always end up with sex. Abby, I want to be
perfectly truthful in all discussions, but I think some of the
things he asks are none of his business.
What should I do? I hate to tell him off and lose his
friendship. I know you are supposed to like people in spite of
their faults. Can you give a confused young lady some hints
on proper conduct in this situation? I am unmarried and so is
he.
JOAN OF ARC
DEAR JOAN: Tell him that you prefer to keep your
"ideas" about some subjects strictly personal, and sex is one
of them. His questions sound to me Uke a prelude to other
Intimacies. Keep him in his place and don't be drawn into
discussions which make you uneasy. And if you lose him, you
lose him. The woodwork is full of men like him.

from Bufse shaggy
mg 57 mo;ed with
der in the
L•ycle show
[and. TheY
zusko, 27,
mcis HerWings- are
7 of Breed
gels are in
the fuzz.

ITS

$488

980

FS

Blue

$1 44

p88

DEAR ABBY: My husband of nearly one year will not go
visiting Wth me to see my family, and particularly my
parents. He has no objections to my going, but he would
rather go fishing or sit home alone than go with me.
He refuses to go to church with me and has recently
stated that he will not attend my sister's wedding. Why
should a man who used to court me from my parents' home
and used to attend church regularly suddenly decide he
doesn't want to see my family anymore and church is out?
He loathes wearing a tie. I am going to have a baby next
month and he has just told me he will not -attend thechristening. Any help you can give me will be greatly
appreciated. Thank you.
BAFFLED

)s
788.

'

IT'S A VALUE..

NEW YORK (UPI)-"The
bull market still has much
further to go both form the
standpoint of distance and
time," E. F. Hutton St Co.
believes. The company says the
strong breadth figures, the
heavy "up volume," the relatively low level of specultio and
the prevalent public skepticism
all indicate the bull market is
still in the early stage. "We
might also note that a bulp
market usually lasts longer
than the bear market that
-"preceded it and that if this
relations again holds true, the
- balance - of -1971 at least seems
to be safe in the bull's camp,"
Hutton says...
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BY CLARK KINNAIRD

SAVEli

BASIN
-REG.

I

23 DAYS LEFTI

I

--HAVE THAT

I

SINKING
-FEELING

I

Sail on down to your nearby
H & R BLOCK office—and soy
"Bon Voyage" to your lox
troubles. Well prepare, double-check, and guarantee the
accuracy of your return. Our
entire crew is at your service.

11

BOTH S
FEDERAL
AND
STATE

LIFE

UP

GUARANTEE
We guarantee accurate preparation of every fan return
that cost you any penalty Of
errors
make
any
If we
interest we will pay the penalty or interest.
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I

Fishermen's Favorite!

H

I

4.79

1

1..........-r CLIP THIS COUPON .)

AHRIET ATVVOOD w a s
credited with big, when
twelve years old, the earliest
recorded musician. The medium was the device patented in
1878- by Thos. A. Edison as
"phonograph or talking-tnachine,"
In accounts, Harriet was I
member of a household near
the Edison workshops at Menlo Park, N.J. When the first
cylinder made on the machine,
with Edison Iriniself reciting
"Mary Had a Little Lamb,"
had been played hack successfully, there was need to test
the machine musically. An Edison employe remembered little Harriet played the u'mo.
and brought_he_rin acilfr accompanist.

2

ES I

1.99

Dorahlc
54-Ics

about your

INCOME TAX

894

BAT

01111 um am se ma
VALUABLE COUPON)

I

.
1
i
i

EFEREADY FLASHLIGHT,

Genuine "Fire Rings"
with coupon
1.07
each
VALUE
in Sets

PRICE
CUT

By tinned Press International and blue in a window-pane
Dresses in the David Crystal check and again in a raised
spring and sattirtter collection, ottoman triple stripe with varymostly in knee length, appear ing necklines-turtle or V-necks
in variations of a single color or or shirt collars in sleeveless or
knit pattern such as red, white short-sleeved dresses.

IT'S A SAVING

COVER'span NM

I For Ironing Board
I SAVE
26'

For Abby's new booklet. "What Tees-Agers Want to
Know," send $1 ta Abby. Box MM, Les Angeles, CaL 1100116.

I'LL

FIVE
DOLLARS
FOR THAT
HELMET

•1.1W 10••••1 6•••••

"If general business activity
doesn't pick up speed soon, we
could see quite a drop in stock
prices," the Alexander Hamilton Institute believes. If a
reaction develops, the institute
REG.
does not expect it to be as
794
severe_as "last spring's fiasco."
with
coupon
The institute is optimistic for
DEAR ABBY: About three years ago I was in such a
the long term and recommends
Sii1(
'lilt'
serious mental state that I was guilty of actually inflicting
(over.
pad. 1.1i.
"any fallback in stock prices be
most hoards 4o-24.ts
physical abuse on my helpless child. This would occur only - taken advantage of to increase I
when I was terribly depressed, but these depressions were
position."
•n• ••( VALUABLE COUPON .;
becoming more and more frequent. Many would have said,
Although lagging business
•
"Put her in prison and take her child away from her."
profits are expected to increase
Fortunately I must have seen a ray of light, as I
modestly this year and substantelephoned our Community Mental Health Service. Instead of
tially by 1972, Hardy & Co. says
condemning me, they said, "Come let us help you."
the market "has discounted this
It has taken three years of treatment for me to reach
year's increase in profits."
this point, and I have more ahead of me yet, but I have come
Hardy doubts the talk of the
a long, long way.
Dow Jones industrial average
To your readers who are experiencing the same or
reaching
1,000 and
urges
similar problems, I say, seek help now. Don't be
"caution from here on" and
disheartened by the slowness of your recovery, since It "more seleetive commitments."
probably took more than just a few months to acquire the
problems which are surfacing now. Stay with the treatment
"Individual investors should
shield their gains with stop
in seach of mental health as I did, and you, too, will enjoy
orders," Spear & Staff advises,
HAPPY IN SEATTLE
being a mother.
because "institutions have a
DEAR HAPPY: Unfortunately you will never know how
hunch that a correction is
many have been helped by your letter. Thank you for overdue." The company says
writing.
that once one .or two of . the
leading institutions begins lightCONFIDENTIAL TO "CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWAN": ening up, "you can be sure the
pack will follow." Spear, says
Retirement means, to most wives, twice as much husband on
ironically the--"triger mechahalf as much income.
CLIP THIS COUPON
11111
)
ism
nism" may be clear evidence of .
What's your problem? You'll feel better if you get it off business
improvement, which
your chest. Write to ABBY, Box WO& Los Angeles. CM. could cause
the Federal ReMOO. For a personal reply era:close damped, addressed
euvelope.

88
•

6"

MAN---

--GIVE YOU

THIS SPACE
HELMET-0141-Y
COST ME
BUCK

serve to reverse its easy money
policy. "A whiff of tight money
would be like poison gas to -this
bull market," Spear says.

Wall Street
Chatter

DEAR BAFFLED: If your husband changed "suddenly"—something could be physically or mentally wrong
with him. He'll need a doctor to determine that. If he has
simply decided that now that be has you, he doesn't have to
put Ep with anything that displeases him, he is behaving like
a spilled little boy. If you can't get him to listen to some fair
counseling. you will either have to get rid of him or get used
to him.

S.

NS

YOUNG

UNACQUITTED--W. W. Barron, 59, the 1961-65 governor of West Virginia, and wife Opal (both shown)
are scheduled to plead In Charleston on March 29 to a
charge of bribing a jury foreman when Barron was acquitted of bribery conspiracy charges in 1968. He was
accused of soliciting $200,000 in bribes from contractors
when he was governor. Four co-defendants were found
guilty. The Barrons now live in Pompano Beach, Fla.
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EILI1T
The Goilitiiissioner George Perkins
of
Head
1>a /:• oer,
Justice Department's program arid Margaret Moore, founder
on organized crime, will be the and coordinator of the I
featured luncheon speakers at a dianapolis Anti-Crime Crusade,
present-- programs
Crusade vs. Crime statewide will
meeting March 29 in Louisville. throughout the day.
The purpose of theCrusade vs.
The meeting, planned to attraetvolunteers from across Ken- Crime meeting is to make
tucky, will be held at the Mirror .Louisville and other communities
of the KentucSY Hotel.-------- in the state safer and better
FRANKFORT, IC.y-4==a-ov. Charles L. Owens, executive places to livi and to offer
!Attie B. Nunn, Louisville Mayor rector Of the Kentucky Crime guidelines fort commjnities in
Frank Burke and Martin B. Commission. Child Welfare planning practl, efftive and
inexpensive meanrg alleviating
crime.
The meeting will also lay the
-X- groundwork for increasing public
knowledge and understanding of
community problems growing
out of crime. It could also involve
citizens of the community in
volunteer efforts and serve as a
coordinating center for existing
arid new programs.
Crusade vs-. Crime, INC,,--was
foie (led in 1968 and has initiated
two programs-Stay In School
arid COurt Watching.
The purpose of the Stay In
School program is to combat
juvenile delinquency by encouraging teenagers to complete
their high school education.
****************** Dropouts or potential droupouts
are personally contacted by

'Crime Meet
Scheduled,
Louisville

-x.xx- Now Open! -x--x--xx-X- Come Wash With Us **

.x-x- HIGHLANDER CENTER -x-)E
SELF-SERVICE
-x-.)..*
LAUNDRY
Central Shopping Center
Murray. Kentucky
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The Coart Watching project,
which
gends
community
volunteers to learn what is involved in court proceedings,
shows trends for improving the
general operation of the courts.
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Levi's look—man
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patch pockets,
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what else.
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votes to outdistance tennii star
Rod Laver in the February
voting for the 22nd annual
Hickok Professional Athlete of
the Year award.

By Lois Campbell
State News Bureau

FRANKFORT,
Ky.--The
"Iarden Club of Kentucky will
_Trivene April 13-15 at the
Phoenix Hotel in Lexington for
heir 40th annual convention.
hi conjuntion with the Carder
Club convention, Gov. Louie B
Nu7tri has proclaimed the week ol
April 11-17 as Garden Club Week
01 Kentucky.
The convention program will
.:et underway April 13 with a
pen house at the Nannine Clay
Wallis House, 616 Plesant Street,
Paris, sponsored by the Bourbon
County Garden Club and the Blue
Grass Garden Club.
Jackie Brown Dies
Mrs. Wallis, a past state and
MANCHESTER, England
t UPI)—Jackie Brown, World national president, recently
Flyweight Boxing Champion bequeathed her home in Paris to
from 1932 to 1935, died Sunday the Garden Club of Kentucky for
State headquarters.
night at the age of 61.
A state flower show wilt be held
(in Wednesday, April 14, with
participation of Garden Club
members throught Kentucky.
Mrs. Maxwell W. Steel, first
vice president of the National
i'ouricil of State Garden Clubs,
Inc., will be the quest speaker at
Wednesday's luncheon. Her topic
will be This Land is Ours."
Mrs. Carlton R. Mobley will
speak of "The More Abundant
life" at the breakfast session on
April 15. Mrs. Mobley is director
,f the South Atlantic Region of
he NationalCouncil of State
Garden Clubs.
The Anniversary Banquet
spralier will be Mrs. Samuel S.
lord Jr.,of Louisville. Mrs. Lord
will address the group on
-Woman's Place is in the
World." A former senator in the
Delmore state legislature, Mrs.
lord is now executive director of
the Jefferson County Community
hoprovenient District.
The Garden Club of Kentucky's
rtibleetives are to aid in the
protection and conservation of
or natural resources; to encourage civic beauty andfurther horticulture, education
irsi landscape design; and to
r-estore and maintain designated
historical shrines in Kentucky
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NICKLAUS OUTPOLLS LAYMrs. Rolland L. Fifer, ER
lAnnsville, is president of the
NEW YORK I UP11—Jac
Garden Club of Kentucky.
Nicklaus drew 78 first pla
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Garden Club
Activities
Scheduled

By United Press International
WASHINGTON
( UPli—The
House Ways and Means Committee was reported to be in
general agreement today on
higher welfare benefits for
blind, aged and disabled adults
arid an income floor for poor
families $200 higher
than
President Nixon has proposed.
Chairman Wilbur D. Mills, DArk., gave out no information
on the bill being hammered out
01 _closed_session except to say
he expected the committee to
reach some firm decisions this
week.
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and the election was ordered. II
might add, no one treated me
with any more kindness or with
(Continued from Page I)
more sympathetic understanding
nunistrative staff.
than did the entire court when I
(5, In the event of merger a presented the Board's resolution
study should be made by the to them, for
which I am deeply
Department of Education arid appreciative.)
the Calloway County disti.
weeita-thet-fofiewed
consider proposals relating to the
announcement of the special
junior and senior high schools. election, each
member of the
As of July 1, 1971, I will have Board and I
personally felt the
served as your school superin- wrath of some
of those who were
tendent for two years. When I against the tax
and we graciously
assumed this position in July of accepted the praise of
those who
1969, one tax referendum had
supported the issue which we felt
already been submitted to the was designed for the
betterment
voters and was defeated 2,219 to of the total program
of education
1,030. This tax, had it passed, in Calloway
County.
But lo,
would *hive fulfilled recom- another issue crept in and the tax
mendation No. 1 for the building was defeated 1,344 to 1,146.
of two new elementary schools I should like to thank each
and up-grading the county's tax person who supported
the
base with the idea of merging the program of education
as well as
county and city district into one. to thank those who were honestly
Sometime after I had taken convicted against it.
office, the Board of Education Let me assure each and all that
and I felt that we had no choice my desire is to help the
other than to ask for a tax to educational advancement of the
implement recommendation no. 2 youth of Calloway County
for the building of two elemen- regardless of personal popularity
tary schools and up-grading the or economic advancement. In
Calloway County High School this respect I feel that a quarter
and, for the present, leave the of a century of my life in working
two districts as they now exist. In with the Calloway County School
fact, while the program for the System speaks for itself. My
merger was being explained, second most desire is to work
many people told me that they with all the people of the
would support a tax for the Calloway County School District
building of two schools for the in any manner I possibly can.
county with no merger in mind.
Where do we go from here?
Consequently, on May 26, 1970, What do we do next? We all
another election was held and due agree that something must be
to apother issue becoming in- done
to
relieve
crowed
volved it lost by a vote of 1,601 to classrooms, elementary
as well
1,157.
as high school.
Presently,
In November of 1970, the anything that is done must be in
proposition was again submitted keeping with the survey report.
to the voters. Again another Maybe a new look into the State
issue became involved and again Department of Education
the tax proposal lost by 137 votes, recommendations should be
1,318 to 1,181.
taken. What do you think? What
On several occasions the will you support?
Your
question of what to do next was suggestions will be appreciated.

LETTERS*it EDITOR/

dis
NI's*
aped
us ye
-man
front
sure,
:kets,
t leg.
hot,
)tton.
Gals,
else.

directed to members of the Board In the meantime you parents,
of Education and to me. - In who are so vitally interested and
'talking with people of all waits of concerned, please rest assured
life, our discussions centered that your Board of Education and
around holding a special election I will do everything in our power,

;17

many school districts had done
this in the past whereby nothing
would appear on the ballot except
school tax issue. The Board and I
knew that this would not make us
winners of any popularity contests; however,as our first desire
was to help children, we felt this
to be our only and perhaps last
chance to pass the bond issue
which was so desperately needed
On January 4, 1971, the Board
passed a resolution asking the
Fiscal Court for the special

and we'll not leave any stone
unturned in seeking a solution in
trying to relieve the crowded
conditions and up-grading the
program of education in the
Calloway County Schools.
In conclusion, as God is my
witness and judge, I will not
saddle the youth of the Calloway
County School District with a "do
nothing" administration.

4624 7b#fe Trig]

Billed for lost Jeep
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Coal Without Air Pollution;
New Image For "Black Stuff"

Dear Editor
I would like to commend you on
the new format which you used in
listing the area churches and
times of service.
To my
By GROVER BRINKMAN
-thift new Style we
CalMit Press Association
first used in last week's paper.
Correspondent
Prior to that time it always ap1673 exCHICAGO,
peared that this fine service plorers Marquette and Joliet
appeared rather cluttered and noted "charbon de terra" near
consequently difficult to read the Illinois River, south of here;
especially to one who was a few years later, Father Louis
Hennepin, chaplain of La Salle's
uriaquainted.
expedition, published a crude
This new format is so much
map of the area showing "a
easier to read and looks much cole mine."
better in appearance. You are to
That explorer's map really
started something!
commended for this change.
For the next 300 years, coal
I might add also that I appreciate this excellent service has been burned in stoves, furnaces, domestically and induswhich you provide for our
trially, over most of the world.
community. My thanks also to all It belched black smoke from
businesses which make this stacks large and small, and no
advertisment possible, free of one gave it much heed, viewing
charge, for the local churches. the air pollution as a necessary
These are also to be commended evil.
More and more smoke is pouring from bigger and bigger
Sincerely,
stacks today, but now the polRobert A. Brockhoff
lution factor is viewed with
Pastor
alarm, and rightly so. The
alarmists view the belching
stacks as doomsday for man,
burnanuel Luthern Church
but the opportunists see in it
merely another technological
23 March 1971
problem to be conquered. And
they are fast conquering it.

Legislator helps ex-GI
prove he didn't take it
BY ALAN HORTON
Post Washington Bureau
WASHINGTON: Former Army Spec. 4 John W.
Burke, 21, of Goshen, 0., needs a car. Even a jeep

would do.
But the last thing he needs is to pay $3196 for a
lost jeep that the Army claimed he was responsible
for in Vietnam.
Thanks to Rep. William H. Harsha R., Portsmouth) the Army now agrees. But it was touch and
go for awhile.
Here's the story, according to Harsha:

ON OCT. 24, 1970, Burke used a jeep which
turned up missing the next day. Burke's commanding officer, a lieutenant, told Burke not to worry
about it after he had turned in the jeep.
Burke's tour of duty ended and he returned to
his wife and baby at 1789 Stumpy lane, Route 1,
Goshen.
Next thing he knew, he received a letter from his
old company in Chu Lai that he was being held
liable for the lost jeep. The Army advised him to go
to the nearest Army base for a free lawyer.

BURKE'S WIFE, Carol. had just presented him a
new baby and he had found a new job. The nearest
Army post was hours and a day's pay away.
Witnesses who saw the jeep after Burke turned it
in were found and Burke asked Harsha's help.
Harsha wrote the Army in Vietnam and the
charge was dropped. The jeep's still lost.

Rites Held Today
For Chris Moore

Tv profile

Bucolic Jim Nabors
has come long way
By VERNON SCOTT
UPI Hollywood Correspondent
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) - When Jim Nabors' house in the San
Fernando valley burned,down last July he purchased a showcase
home in Bel-Air and started all over again.
Jim, the bright and talented comedian-singer from Sylacauga
Ala., parlayed his country boy image in "Gomer Pyle to slick
entertainment on the vssekly CBS- .'Jim -Naborsn-shoup -with
equal facility.
But sometimes he does things the hard way.
In the process of redecorating his new manse, Jim hired an
interior decorator from Nashville, Tenn.
Nabors explains it this way: "I visited Minnie Pearl's homedown in Nashville and I liked it so much I asked the same man tc
help fix up my place. He doesn't make a house look like

r ;nal rites for Chris H. Moore,
me of Calloway County's oldest
World War I veterans, were held
tills morning at 10:30 at the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home with Rev. Layne
Shankhn and Rev. John Bradley
officiatim
Pall bearers were Rube White,
Bryan Tolley, Robert Walker,
Pat Redden. Allen Wells, and Roy
Bynum. Burial was in the Bethel
Cemetery with the arrangements

by the

_Churchill _Funeral

Home.
Moore, age 83, died Tuesday at
the
Veterans
Hospital
in
I A.'x ngton

Teachers'.

•

•

*

MUCH maligned coal, headlined as an air polluter, might
soon get an entirely new image
if a pilot plant now being built
near Chicago is successful. The
plant is being developed by the
Illinois Institute of Technology
at a coat of $7 million. Coal will
be turned into clean-burning
gas here: sulfur, a major source
of air pollution, is to be recovered in a solid elemental form.
Not only are they going to
take the pollution out of the
:oat (sulfur dioxide) but they're
going to market the.;:pollution."
If this pilot plant is successful (and its builders say it will
be), a path may be found out
af the dilemma of an abundance
of-coal and a Shortage of deem
air.
• • •
QUOTING no less an authority than the Encyclopedia Britannica, all industrial nations
must have coal, other fuels notwithstanding. There is no reasonable substitute. So a plan
must be found to burn it without further polluting our already highly-smogged atmosphere.
The American continent still

i Continued'from i'age I
Jim is selfconseious about his affluence and refuses to divulge
the total number of rooms in his house.
He spends a great deal of time in
There are a great many.
youth work.
Jim is a bachelor, but a couple from.Scotland live in the house
The High School Department
fix his meals and keep things shipshape. Also members of the teachers will
have Ron Ingram as
family are Goober, a German shepherd, and Baby, a standard
their instructor and advisor. He
poodle.
^
Immunization against
About six. months of the year Jim's mother lives with him. is Educational Director with the
Yours truly,
Centerville,
Tenn., Church of
hepatitis possible
The pest of the time she spends on Nabors' ranch in the
William B. Miller, SuperinChrist.
Coachella valley near Indio, Calif.
NEW YORK (UPI):
election to be placed on the ballot, tendent
Paul
Brown,
Associate
Jim's sister, Ruth, makes her permanent home on the ranch
Scientists have taken a sigFebruary 8. The Fiscal Court Calloway County Schools
which is planted in alfalfa.
'Minister of the West End
nificant step toward develhad no choice according to law
oping an effective immuniNabors is too busy to visit his acreage.
chngregation in Nashville, Tenn.,
zation
against the type of
Work week
will work with the Sdult
hepatitis that sometimes reHe works five days a week at CBS Television City - where he Department. He has taught in
• I I
sults from blood transfualso has offices - rehearsing and taping his hour-long show. A workshops in 13 states. For three
sions, it was reported toContinued from Page 1
typical day starts at 9 a. m. and ends when he gets
day.
home at years he taught at Alabama
6:30 p. m.
Christian College and is the
The promising techYORK
NEW
( UPI(—The in the. accounting procedures
Thursday is dress rehearsal day and frequently runs 14 hours author of 8th grade workbooks
nique, according to Dr.
stock market opened lower in which did not show the balance in
The show is taped on Friday which means another 12 hours ol widely used by Curches of Christ.
Saul Krugman, professor of
heavy trading today.
the federal funds being carried
pressurized work with a live audience.
pediatrics at New York
There will be a nursery
Shortly after the opening, the forward. The funds are in a
University Medical Center,
Somehow Jim finds time to swim in his pool every day, and provided for young children and a
Dow Jones industrial average Washington bank, Butler said, on
is based on boiling blood
weekends he becomes a football fanatic.
class for older children. A sound
was off 1.98 at 897.39. Declines but are subject to withdrawal by
serum which contains "type
He travels with the Los. Angeles Rams football team and sits
motion picture, "Tales From The
topped advances, 311 to 113, on the state for projects. Butler said on the bench
B" hepatitus virus in diswith the squad. At home games he sings "The Great Book", will be shown.
tilled water for one minute.
'. . 593 issues crossing the tape.
the funds were not drawing in- Star Spangled Banner"at the beginning of
each contest.
According to Roy Beasley,
The serum was injected
In the steel group, U.S. Steel terest at the bank.
On the road he sometimes isn't iillOi0;ed to sing the National
into 14 children believed
dipped ,s to 33%, while Jones &
The State Board of Education,.Anthem by officials of other teams who think (correctly) that Minister of the church, this
to be newly infected with
workshop is not for teachers
Laughlin lost 3% to 118, and seemingly surprised at the fin- Nabors is partial to the Los Angeles club.
the virus. Four children got
One of Jim's first big parties in his new home was for the team only It is for everyone who is
Armco Is to 19. Bethlehem ding of $3.5 million, passed a
two injections. None develBible
interested
the
in
and
coaching
staff
was unchanged at 217s.
of
mOtion instructin,g Butler to
the Rams.
oped hepatitis.
"I chose the night after the game with the New York Jets Schoolwork of the church.
"
General Motors dropped I.. to 'install procedures for semiTen children got one
83,
N, Chrysler ks to 2614.
injection. Only five develannual reporting of all ac- because I was sure they would win that one," Nabors says
remorsefully.
oped hepatitis, and in very
In the chemicals, Union counts."
Equine pros
It was a game the Rams lost.
degres. Ordinarily
mild
Carbide lost Is to 46's, Du Pont
New System Ordered
'Co(UPI)
NEW
YORK
"Type B" hepatitis virus
As of now Nabors has no marriage plans. He has been dating
34 to 138,4, and Dow Chemical, The motion also directed that a
hich
w
Buff.has an ''attack rate" of 96
singer Mary Costa but nothing has been said about a wedding. lumbia Pictures' trading ex-dividend, La to 87%. uniform accounting system be
to 100 per cent, said KrugWhen the series goes off the air Nabors appears in night clubs Just concluded filming in
: Allied Chemical also dipped % worked out in the Education
man, who headed the reat Lake Tahoe and Las Vegas. He enjoys work more than he dots England, stars Mia Farrow, but
' to 271s.
Department's various sections to
most of the feature actors are
search team and disclosed
relaxation.
preliminary results in a lecTwo
ahdrgi- finding of unknown
Jersey Standard fell 3% to 77
Nabors has been a member of the exclusive Lakeside Country newcomers to the screen.
ture at the center today.
veterans, however, are Viking
' in the oils.; Texaco gained la to funds.
Club for four years and has played golf only twice.
The boiling, he said, eviand Cavalo. the horses ridden
Board Member Henry E.
35, and Standard of Califor"f don't care much for it," he says.
dently lessened the virus'
by Mia 'arrow and her leading
nia was off '4 to 57. Atlantic Pogue Jr. of Ft. Thomas said, "I
infectivity without interferin the
sus
man,
pensethrilierLshle
Norman
Richfield eased 71, to 66%, with hate to think back to the boarder

I

Today's Stock
Market

Education

ing with the chemical reac57%. education that appealed to us for
tivity by which it stimuexperand
Specially-trained
lates body chemistry to
vocational school money and we
z• to 1914.
ienced in front of movie cammake antibodies against it.
said we had no money."
fourth
the
eras, "Buff- marks
Butler replied, "I knew nothing
and sixth screen roles, res'pec'
about it, then all of a sudden we
janies Garner, who was so
tively, for the two equines.
found it."
mtestaining in the "Maverick"
By VERNON SCOTT
•••••
"What caused it was mit
*5C
western series too long ago,
UPI Hollywood Correspondent
Federal State Market News reconciling the accounts," said
returns to television next SepDino
in
movie
Service March 25, 1971
tember after a series of
HOLLYWOOD (LTD
Butler.
Rudy Ramos joined the cast id. I he
HOLLYWOOD ((JPI) - pictures. The new motion
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
Butler said the federal funds iligh Chaparral" this season without a single professional .riwg
comedy.
to
back
goes
Dean
Martin
drama
Market Report Includes 10 had not been shown through the Tedit to play an itinerant Indian lad.
skein is called
role
moviemaking with the top
Rudy is, in fact, part Cherokee.
"Nichols," and NBC has it.
Buying Stations
years because the funding was
in "Something Big" which The locale is the
He was born and raised in Lawton, Okla., in near poverty, Ile
Receipts: , Act. 1312 Est. 850 riot approved until late in the year
Southwest,
Andrew McLaglen will produce the time is 1915.
Barrows and Gilts 50c lower Sows and sometimes not used but s of Mexican descent and proud of his heritage.
Films.
Center
Cinema
for
Albachelor, Rudy lives in a two-bedroom Spanish house in the
steady to 50 lower
carried forward for the next
US 1-3 200-240 lbs 816.25-16.75; year. The $3.5 million was Ilollywood hills. His favorite companion is his German shepherd,
rather perform for live audiences than for movie or television
canieras.
US 2-4 190-240 lbs 816.00-16.25; credited to the vocational school lake. The house is iTiiously furnished by the standards
He spent four months-* Tucson, Ariz., on location for "The
US 2-4 240-260 lbs 115.50-16.00; construction account in the youth.
"1 rented the house furnished," he explains. "It's the only
High Chaparral- last year, working six days a week from dawn
US 3-4 260-280 lbs 815.00-15.50; revised budget.
comfortable place I've ever lived in my life, so I stick around
until nightfall.
Sows
Earl E. Garrison, director of home
as much as I can."
When the troupe returned to Hollywood Rudy found it
US 1-2 270-350 lbs. $13.50-14.00; the departmental finance and
Another factor in Rudy's homebody attitude is the la. k .if
necessary to rent an automobile to get to work at Warner
Bros.
.US 1-3 300-550 lbs 113.00-13.50; services, agreed with Lamar
transportation. fie doesn't own an automobile..
every morning.
US 2-3 450-650 lbs. 112.50-13.00. that the money was not "sudRudy hitchhikes to work, to the beach and to visit I'm, rid Almost every day Rudy finds time to take Jake for a run in a
denly discovered" but added the Most of the girls he dates own
nearby park4 an activity that also keeps the actor in top
cars. Those who don't hit. iihike
"exact amount was not deter- with him. On special occasions they take
physical shape.
a cab.
mined until after an extensive
The young actor has simplified his life as much as
During football season he spendsjsatiCSITurda and Sunday
Total head 293
study
outstanding Ile is unaware of any social hardships because he is a metill./T
of
glued to the television set watching as many games as possible.
Compared to last week 1 to 2
Natornas down
Occidental added

Is:

Ramos remembers
childhood hardships

to

Purchase Area
Hog Market

dollars higher
light weight under 25- 21.25
1-2 46-55 lbs. 25.00
1-2 70-89 lbs 18.00
US-3 26-35 lbs. 24 00
US-3 36-45 lbs 33.25
S-3 36-55 lbs 24.00
US4 5649 lbs 25
US-3 20-1111 lbs 17 25

the Mexican-American minority. He belongs Si, no orgam/.111.,ris
which fight racial discrimination.

The vocational education
Ile believes individual behavior and attitudes determiii, 'S
bureau's books were audited by place in society..
Ian ry arid Hosting. Winchester,
Forms musical group
Garrison said, but "no reconNow that the IBC series is on hiatus Rink is orgaiiinn:: a
ciliation made of total funds"
The reconciliation would have musical group specializing in country-blues-rock Songs to take ,.n
balanced the receipts against the tour. Two members. of the groisi) are friends of hi- Ir .lrl
lklaliohia.
Apenditures in all areas

Rudy is an aril iniplislied guitar pia% er himself and n -ill!

•ieviuievve.

••

a•

Ile excelled in sports in high school and won a basketball
scholarship to Cameron State College.
Rudy leads a frugal life, saving money for a first rate aillottlo•
bile and (oven uncertain. future, lie-re-calls his
childhood
as difficult.
-We were pair." he says. ''..71,:alw”s had a roof over fity head
and something to eat. But my brothers and sister and I didn't
have many toys or clothes. And I ;lever SAW two people work
harderlhan .iny_ parents."
—
-Rudy hors (Ai change all that.

This hug. stockpile of coal at an
than a day's supply for a major

Illinois strip mine is loss
utility asm•ratina plant.

has more than two trillion tons
Nationally, coal already is
of coal underground, most of it heavily used by a power supmineable in one way or another. plier and one-time competitor—
With the U.S. coal production electricity, a fact that has prorunning 555 million tons annu- duced a unique situation.
• • •
ally, this would make our coal
supply last until the year 5573.
AS MORE people sWitched
Coincidentally, that would be from coal to electricity, the dethe 3900th anniversary of the mand for coal by the giant elecdiscovery of coal near what is tric utilities took a steep rise.
now the Illinois city of Utica.
Overall consumption since 1967
The experimental plant, con- among these coal burners has
verting coal into gas, is expect- risen 15 per cent. Commoned to get into full operation this wealth Edison, at Chicago. one
spring. National commercial op- of the country's largest, burns
eration is slated for 1977 or 18 million tons of coal annually,
earlier.
twice as much as it did 20 years
• • •
ago. The pattern is much the
ILLINOIS long has been same, all over the nation. New
among the leading coal states power . generating plants are
in the nation. Last month mines being built to provide electricity
in 21 Illinois counties produced for an ever-expanding market.
5,654,579 tons of coal, an in- The plants are mostly steam
crease of 128,507 tons from the turbine operations that burn
year before. That means the tremendous amounts of coal to
stacks are belching more pollu- fire their boilers. The stacks
tion than ever before, for most have been belching more and
Illinois coal has a high sulfur more smoke.
content. Necessity has always
But now the scene is changbeen the mother of invention, ing, because of necessity—huand in the matter of air pollu- man life itself. Converting coal
tion from burning coal, the mat- into a gas that burns clean
ter has been brought into very seems to be an answer. Only
sharp focus.
time will tell.
Is it any wonder that the
Jackie Gleason -Honeymooners" repeats that CBS
installed in the 10 p.m. Sonday spot at the turn of the
year are near the bottom of
the ratings? This is the third
or
fourth
time
around
for most of the episodes, done
originally in Gleason's old Saturday night spot.

County 4-H

•• •

(Continued from Page 11
of New Concord sang and played
"Today I Started Loving You
Again".
The Four Cousins 9f the Happy
Timers 4-H Club sang and played
"Down on The Corner". Jimmy
t3urkeen of the Eager Beavers
Club
sang
and
played
"Everything is Beautiful",
The Lynn Grove Juniors did a
singing and acting due' about a
deaf woman's courtship. Renee
Sledd did a dance number for the
Stella Unbelievable Club.
Mr. Richard Crossett of WNBS
acted as master of ceremonies
for the show..
Loch Pleas cartoon

HOLLYWOOD (UPD
Cartoon specialists Hanna'
Barberawill film "Nessie Come
Home," a comedy based on
Scotland's Loch Ness Monster

On Hwy. 121
(Mayfield Hwy.)

Phone
11 1753-5787

Murray,
Nisrsery
ComPlinV
Just Received
New Shipment of
JAPANESE & CHINESE

HOLLY
Some As
Low As

8:00-5:00
Mon. thru
Sat.
1:00-5:00
Sunday

$ 1 95
3-4 FOOT

BLUE SPRUCE
Thiosn_rvreki
REDUCED
FROM
$25 to $1 5
4
Now Is The Time To Plan fort
Spring! Call Us...753-5787
1
For Your FREE LANDSCAPE SKETCH!! 1
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Mrs. Lowry Two Groups That Aid
Stone picked acting Is Named Our-Older Americans
over a baseball job Chairwoman
ardistnnskr-RT-.-,,
Tr profile

By VERNON SCOTT
UPI Hollywood Correspondent
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)- Chirstopher Stossortif-"The Interns"
was driving a tour bus through MUNI-studios one day and decided
actors had it easier than bus drivers or baseball players(which he
hoped to be)and decided to join the greasepaint set.
He gave up an opportunity to try out with the Los Angeles
Dodgers in 1968 and enrolled in an acting school.
Young Stone, who plays Pooch Harris in the CBS series, found
little satisfaction in drama school and quit after six weeks.
He played guest shots in "The Outcasts," "The FBI," "Mod
Squad' and other shows before signing for a top role in "The
Interns."
Because vouttraeters-aren-l-paid-what they once were, Chris
lives in a duplex a block above Hollywood Boulaward. He has
furnished his quarters himself with a water bed, stereo set, a pair
of couches, hanging lamps and a plenitude of mirrors and
paintings.
It has the look of a bachelor pad.
Acting isn't quite as simple as Stone suspected it might be
from behind the wheel of a tour bus. He must report to Columbia
Studios at 7 a.m. and is rarely through with his acting chores until
•
"p.m.
He fixes himself a quick cup of coffee in the morning which
sustains him .until lunch. At noon he eats at a lunch counter near
the studio.
Almost iniariably he has dinner at the Black Rabbit Inn, a
restaurant which resembles houses in the neighborhood. The
cooking is homelike, as is the atmosphere.
It is operated by out-of-work actors, writers and musicians.
Once in a great while Chris attempts to fix his own dinners.
. They consist of steak or hamburger, neither of which are
reeommended by local gourmets.
other occasions he has his dates come up to his home to
prepa dinner.
ent ecologist, Stone frequently spends weekends in
An
'fomia or Baja California south of Tijuana to get
northern
1W - from airlistieiv'and masses of people.
se enjoys picnics in the mciuntains, movies or an
On
afternoon at WIC o the marinas watching the sailboats ply
through the Pacific.
More often than not, wever, Stone is content to remain at
home listening to.his rich cdlIcction of stereo albums which range
from Beethoven to Elton John: He owns most of the albums ever
recorded by the Beatles.
Stone's silent protest against smbg is his refusal to buy an
automobile until a pollution-free automobile is manufactured.
Meanwhile he gets around town hitch-hiking, on the bus, or as
a passenger with one of his dates.
of the
"I don't mind living in California in tb.\ -,
ecological problem," Stone says - he's a native o Manchester.
N.H. 'At least we see it, recognize it, and are woiw toward
curing it.STERNER'S TWO GOALS
BERN, Switzerland (UPI) Ulf
Sterner, who played for the New
York Rangers in 1964-65, scored
two goals Sunday in leading
Sweden to 6-5 victory over
Czechoslovakia in the 1971 World
Ice Hatay Championships.

If you want a larger chunk
ice
your
than
ice
tray makes, clean a milk carton, fill with water and put in
freezer.

of

* • *

When you put hard-boiled
eggs in the refrigerator, rncil
mark the shells "H-B' and
you won't mistake them for
uncooked eggs.

"Betty" Lowry, of Murray, has
been appointed 1st Congressional
for '
Chairwoman
District
gubernatorial
Democratic
condidate Lt Gov. Wendell

FO

The Lieutenant Governor also
announced that Mrs. C. B."Rita"
Morgan, of Leitchfield, will serve
as his state Chairwoman in addition to serving as chairwoman
of the 2nd District.
Mrs. Lowry is presently serving on the Murray City Council
and formerly was a member of
the Council on Public Higher
Education.
Extremely active in civic affairs, she is a past president of
the Kentucky Federation of
Women's
Club
and
was
recognized in the 1970-71 edition
of Who's Who of Anierican
Women with World Notables.
In addition to Mrs. Lowry and
Mrs. Morgan, Ford said Mrs.
Ronald
"Marie"
Abrams,
Louisville, will be his ;efferson
County Chairwoman, Mrs. C. E.
"Jackie" Whalen, Florence, 4th
District
outside
Jefferson
County; Mrs. Hugh "Mary Nell"
Smith, Russell Springs, 5th An elderly American studies noncancellable auto insurance program
By MICHAL itEMAS
District, Mrs. William "Martha
Central Prcss Associntion Cor'resporident
lane" Collins, Versailles, 6th
WASHINGTON-There is little doubt that today's society is
District, and
Mrs. Elijah
youth-oriented, but there are nearly 2 million Americans who
"Norma" Hog,e, 7th District.
couldn't care less.
"I believe Wendell Ford has a They are the men and women belonging to the American
great sensitivity to the needs of Association of Retired Persons and the National Retired Teacht the traditional
the people of Kentucky," Mrs. ers Association, groups whose members re
Lowry said. "His interests lie concept of "old age."
The term "retired" is part of the association titles, but it is
with these needs and the people
a misnomer, for the objectives of both are to plan and imple
.rather ttian with personal amment positive programs for pasposeful living and to make esbition or recognition_"
sential services available to older pert-oni.
• • • •
"I have great faith that this
man will be the one who will
THE MEMBERS of these organizations do not reminisce greatmake Kentucky one state workig ly about "the good old days." They are creating their own hartogether for the good of the mony in alliances seeking new achievements in the mainstream
for their own benefit and
whole, rather than the condition of life
worthwhile organizations that
their communities.
of factionalish that now exists,"
Both the National Retired will undoubtedly influence the
she said. "He has demonstrated Teachers Association i NRTA future for millions of AmeriOne of the main reasons tor
American Association of cans and society itself.
the piipularity af the Dynel-. his desire for a united Conn- and
Each association offers an
ionwealth by his outstanding Retired Persons I AARP I are
wigs and hairpieces is their
nonprofit, nonpartisan, educa- impressive list of member servof office as
lieutenant
care-free maintenance. But you
tional groups serving older men ices for an annual fee of merely
do need to do some mainten- governor."
and womin, regardless of color $2 A $5 fee brings a three-year
"Ile
has
put
state
above
facance. Dominic Abbott, presinational origin, or religion. All membership for both a hdriband
dent of Abbott Tresses, sug- tionalish and I believe he will Americans 55 years old or more, and wife. • • •
gests you wash a Dynel hair- make our state motto come alive whether retired or not, are el- CONSIDER some of the benebe,
piece every seven-to-10 wear- in the hearts'of our people- igible to join, is are former or
being acquired by AARPing*, brush before shampooing. "United We Stand-, Divided We retired tcathers interested in ""'
members:
NRTA
doing !something about the
use a mild shampoo concocted Fall," she added.
Drugs, vitamins and other
problems o'der folks face
for Dynel wigs; and use a consupplies via mail at substantial
• • •
ditioner designed also just for SUSPEND TWO PLAYEitS,
savings; noncancellable auto inTHE
FOUNDER
of
tiuse
imTOLEDO, Ohio (UPI )-'l'wo
Dynel wigs. Don't go near such
portant groups was the late Dr, surance with a complete rangt
wigs with a curling iron or a members of the Toledo Hornets
thel Percy Andrus. who, at of coverage and renewable to
hair dryer. Don't wear while hockey team, Keven Cratton a5. 63, in 1947 founded the age 80; life insurance; group
Inequities in California health insurance to supplement
working in a very hot kitchen and John Gravel, have been NR
travel
here
and
for
three
days teacher pensions led this retired Medicare;
or near an open flame. Al- suspended
abroad at low-cost programs
though Dynel hairpieces are without pay for undisclosed off- fermer shQol principal to orsponsored by the AARP-NRTA;
non-flammable, any excessive ice activities, it was announced ganize a p test and, subse- ui hospitality house and hotel
heat can distort and frizz the Friday by the International quently. home, her campaign with reduced rates in St. Petin behalf of the'king. Later,
hairstyle. Abbott said.
League club.
she crusaded and
i an ar- ersburg. Fla.. and a pre-retirerangement with insura
com- ment p'anning program
p:Me:: for creating inch 'dual
It is service like this that has
helped the membership of each
nancancellable budget - pri
group insurance-- for retire organization grow, to the exti achers over 65.
nt that there are approxily 2,000 units and chapters
Her success led Dr. Andrus m
in 195A. at age 74, to found the pr-cm ing civic and professionAARP, thereby widening her al actis es today.
horizons to include nm-teachers
(Further formation is availand help turn their latter years able from A RP-NRTA. Deinto times of fulfillment.
partmcnt S. 1
Connecticut
Thus, this remarkable worn - Ave.. N.W.,_ -.Washington, D.C.
in founded two excessively 20036 I .

MICROWAVE TV
Now get all the great programs from NASHVILLE crystal
clear, color bright, with the magic of Microwave!

WLAC
NASHVILLE

WS M
NASHVILLE

It's finished! Cablevision has completed a complex new $100,000
Microwave System especially to bring top quality NASHVILLE TV to Murray.
Now you can get NASHVILLE TV reception never before available! All three
channels in rich, blazing,color
crisp clear TV pictures . . . and all the
great programs and artists offered only by NASHVILLE!
Couple this with 5 MORE CHANKLS from Paducah, Harrisburg, Jackson,
Cape Girardeau and Ky. Educational TV and you have the best TV
entertainment in Kentucky! (Plus a 24-hour weather channel!)
See it for yourself!
We invite you to see your Murray TV Dealer ...
He'll be glad to demonstrate what a difference Microwave Magic makes.

CALL TODAY FOR FREE INSTALLATION
See 9 Great Channels!

CABLEVISION
105 N 5th Street

SERVICES OFFERED

NOTICE

ANTI

Ford,.

We Have A $100,000
Present For You . ..

NASHVILLE

ASTAW11711-PANZWA

Phone 753-5005

'OFFER EXPIRES APRIL 2 1971

Murray, Ky.

PASCHALL TRUCK LINES
- DIRECT SERVICE MEMPHIS, TENN. Ph. 525-1415
NASHVILLE, TENN. Ph. 256-5847
ST. LOUIS, MO. Ph. 436-5332

FOR

FOR

RENT

EXTRA NICE one bedroom
furnished apartment, 4
: block
from college campus, 690.00 per
month. Phone 753-9135 or 7534478.
M26C

FURNISHED
APARTMENT;
electric heat, private entrance.
Near college. Phone 7536564.
TFNC

iv
"s

!

disaster. When a pal wanted an
actor with a Greek accent for a
small part on a TV program.
he auditioned as a joke. The
joke paid off He next played a
French priest with the same
accent and no one knew the
difference!
"I COULDN'T take actiu
seriously. I kept thinking 'One
day they'resgoing to catch up
with me.' Maybe they
yet!"
A.pparctrtly not lie:s already
reeCiVed /I best supporting actor" Oscar nomination
for
"Birdman of Alcatraz." and
top
such
ants as "The bitty
pozeoL'_

BE POPULAR!! Learn how to
play guitar, costs $2.00 a week.
Leache's Music and T.V. Center.
M28C
Phone 753-7575.

TO

WHOLES/
Expe
on c
Black
Telt
All

TV Serv

RENT

THREE BEDROOM brick, unFURNISHED HOUSE, 317 Irvan furnished, 521 South llth Ex$135.00
monthly.
Street. Two bedrooms, gas heat. tended,
Phone 753-1372, Ben Nix or 753- Available April 1st Phone 753M25C
M26( 3634.
2617, Hardiman Nix.

CHESTER'S AUCTION Sale
Service.
Specializing
in
household, antiques and farm
auctions. For information phone
435-4042.
1TP

FIVE ROOM house with carport,
AVAILABLE APRIL 1st, new unfurnished..Phone 753WILL DO baby sitting
' in my.
furnished one bedroom apart- 6200
Do126C homedaytime
or yours,
only. .
ment, carpeted, tile bath. One
Also will do light housework.
block from campus. 811 North
NOTICE
Phone 492-8190.
M27C
16th Street.
M25C

Wanted!

12a50 TWO BEDROOM trailer.
Central heat and air, all electric,'
on private lot. Phone Mrs. Ben
Nix, 753-3785 after 6:00 p.m. M26C

PANCAKE EATERS

TWO OR Three bedroom brick
house, furnished, one block from
Murray High. Nice neighairCarpeted,
borhood.
conditioner, also garage. No pets.
For appointment call 7539903.
M26P

Report to
Rudy's Restaurant or
Southside Restaurant
SATURDAY
March 27. 1971
6:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m.

12X56 TWO bedroom mobile
home. Air-conditioned, braided
rugs, all electric, extra nice, good
location. No pets. Available April
1st. For appointment call 753M26P
9903.

CIVITAN
PANCAKE
DAY

Quotes
From The
News

WILL DO part time bookkeeping,
connected
preferably
with
automobiles. Home services. Will
pick up and deliver. References
offered. Phone Marsha Poole,
753-2744.
M26C

FOR EXPERIENCED work in
Landscaping, mowing, planting,
pruning and in the making of
flower beds. Call 753-6051. M2E1NC „

FURNITURE
REFINISHING.
All work guaranteed. Free
pickup and delivery. Free
estimate. Antiqye or natural
finish . Jerry McCoy,7533045.
March 311.

LENGYEL NAMES RILEY
HUNTINGTON, W.Va. (UPI)
-Jack Lengyel, the new head
football coach at Marshall
University, added his fourth
assistant Friday when he
announced the appointment of
About 97 per cent of the peo(Reg. U.S. Pat, Off.)
40-year-old John Riley.
By United Press International ple who apply for life insurance
Riley served the last four
WASHINGTON--Sen. Warren are able to get it, according to
the Institute of Life Insurance.
years as an assistant football
Mailuson, D-Wash., on the
Only 3 per cent of applications
coach and defensive coordinator
defeat of the SST, which he for "ordinary" life insurance are
at Kent State, and prior to that
supported:
not acceptable, usually because
spent six years as a defensive
"It is a setback, but we will of serious health impairments
coach at Muskingum.
refrain on a continuing course Other reasons for uninsurability
of exploration and development include extremely hazardous jobs.
in those areas in
which
Conflict Resolved
America traditionally has taken
The high rate of acceptability
the leading role, and from Indicates how successful life inwhich so much has flowed to surance companies have been
over the years in solving the
Secret Service," "The Scalp- the benefit of, mankind."
problem of two conflicting unHunters,** "MacKenna's Gold,"
derwriting objectives. On the
and last year co-starred with
SEATTLE, Wash.-Theodore
one hand, companies want to
Clint Eastwood in "Kelly's
J. Droppleman, foreman at the provide the benefit of life InsurHeroes."
plant
which
Co.
Boeing
had
a
ance protection to the greatest
Savalas returned from Spain
long enough to visit friends and contract on the SST, on the possible number of people on
the other hand, in fairness to all
family, cut a record, and took plane's defeaf in the Senate:
off to Spain again for "A Town
"We've all put a lot of pride policyholders, who share the InCalled
Bastard." Now
he's and sweat into this program surance risks, companies must
working in Flollywood for a aial it's sad to see it all go take into atcolint individual differences among applicant*, inchange, and, for a change, in
down the drain."
cluding their health, occupation,
civilian clothes, starring as a
and family health background.
CIA agent, in "Clay Pigeon.Extra Hisk
BENNING, Ga.-George
After 26 international films,
Several developments have con.
Telly says he still regards the latimer, chief defense attorney
movie world as a "widescreen for Lt. William 1.. Calley Jr.,' tributed to the high rate of apdaydream.- "This is a fun busi- stating the court-o artial jury plicants' acceptability. "Extrarisk" policies, with higher pre
ness to work in." he admits.
must lay a firm foundation for
miumit td compensate for poor
"Any actor who tells you difits
decision:
health or hazardous occupatkm..
ferent is taking the whole thing
"If
they
acquit,
there
are
have
made life insurance availtoo seriously."
bound to be accusations 01 able to many who could not oth•
• • •
erwise
obtain it. And advances
whitewash. If they convict.
ALTHOUGH usually a villain, there will
be accusations the In medicine. job safety and pubhe was the big-hearted sergeant
lic health have led to more libother way. They'll be damned if
in "Kelly's Heroes."
eral underwriting of policies, en"It's hard to keep your bal- they do and damned if they abling many persons to buy inance in this cock-eyed business," don't."
surance at standard rates who
he admitted. "I've seen so many
would formerly have had to ivaof_
people who find it hard to keep SACRAMENTO.
Calif.-The a higher premium because
their feet on the ground once last will and
testament of their health or occupation.
Health Research
they get their faces up on that
French native Bertrand Larbig silver screen.
Changes in underwriting polramendy:
icy are supported by
"Sometimes you work in the
considermiddle of a desert, sometime] "Because I am extremely able research into the effects of
on an icy mountain utrid like grateful to have lived in this arlowl health and occupational
now, right In the heart of the country; I leave my entire hazards On life expectancy and
Sunset Strip. But it sure beats estate to the government of the mortality One such study,
involving millions of
sitting behind a desk," said Unified States of America."
polleyhOldera. dealt with the
Telly.
interrelationship of body build, weight, blood
"Sometimes a moviegoer will
pressure
and
recognize me. conic over and Harvard and B.U. Named
longevity, and led
to the establishment of
tell me I was 'great' in some
new na•
VOSTON (UPI) - Harvard
tional health standards
picture. He's wrong I'm NOT and Boston
University were
The studies do more than help
great. No actor is".
nanied Sunday as the Eastern make -File
insurance wide]) as allWell check him again If he
representatives in the NCAA it
that are fair to all may
should get an Oscar nominaprovide valuable information to
!
tion foi• Best Actor -and report Hockey Tournament, scheduled
on his head size. Or whether for later this week in Syracuse, medical tick-nee me,deuting rnvoas
I
tii
It
h
N
a-tounee' ti.i4117 anrions.-i

FT,

Telly Savalas
Lou'severy nanutr

RAILROAD WELDING and 4'
wrought iron shop. East Maple
Street, across from Murray
Lumber Co., owned by Dan
Hutson, operated by Bandi!
APRIL7C
Phone 753-1933.

'WILL
DO
babysitting
orhousekeeping anytime. Phone
TWO ROOM furnished apart136-5615.
M26C
[pent, private carport for one car.
One mile from College on
Coldwater Road. Phone 753FOR ALL your home alterations
4552.
M27C repairs, remodeling, etc. new or
old. Free estimates. Call 753NICE FURNISHED two bedroom 6123.
March 29NC
apartment,located 100 South 13th
Street. May be seen at Kelly's
LAWN MOWING. For regualr
Pest Control. Married couple
route call Joe Lasater 753only.
M27C 4530.
M25P

Telly Savalas Tells Off Spoiled Actors
By ARMY ARCHERD
A
,
i011,1(11,1
Central Prf
Correspondcat
HOLLYWO01%-ltow does a
movie star who earns a half
million dollars a year keep his
head, a bald one at that, from
swelling-,along with that-bank
account? And particularly in
these days when most actors
are on the unemployed lines?
How can a man who's appeared
in 26 movies around the world,
been admired by women, liked
by guys, praised by press and
critics remain calm,,congenial'
One way is to wait until you
are 35 to become an actor. Like
Telly - - for Aristotle Sava
He happily told me "rm even
a reeord star now." And he
loves every minute----and dollar
of it!
"I'm glad I came late to this
ego-mongering. value-warping
business," said the native Long
Islander who now calls Glanuir.
vide his home. It also helps if
you attain success in three careers before entering the jet
set", the realm of creative eccentAcs and Oscar candidat,
,,
• • •
TELle was a sort-of good,a !I I
ambasslidor for the State I
pertinent. Next, a senior (Ills,tor for news and special events
for ABC-TV. And a -teacher for
adult education In Garden"Cifu
L.I. He looks back on his ,
reers and observes, "Actors get
into the business many wat
You'd be surprised how in-ivy
never /awned acting. In
case I WWI happy at An('
,
ing sind spending
year. Now I make a lot ny
and I still manage to spi-11,1 ,t
all"
Telly quit television to
a
.drama playhouse whieh

MARRIED WOMAN would like
to baby sit nights and week ends.
M26(
Phone 753-5655.

Most People
Eligible To Buy
Life Insurance

Ce
Shopp
Phone

LINNVILLE
received a li
women's and
shoes. Also ha
All the latest
name brands,]
arriving daily.
prices. Open fr
p.m:, six days
from 1:00 - 5:(

USED COLO
$175.00. Lead
Dixieland Cent
7575.

CUE TRACT(
disc and culti
job. Phone Chi
5:00p.m.

45 JOHN DE
years old. Col
actes. Phone 4::

ONE ANTIQL
petfect conditi
Call 437-4410 ft"(
p.m.

MOBILE H011
bedryerns. Ertl
PhtlneMayfielc

40 WEANING
bushel feeders
before 6:00 p.m
6:4Q
i

15
. ALUM1
travel
cam
eV rything ei
ce lent conditio
or 53-1787.

B4Y'S SUITS,
12: Good rend
3830.
1970-350 HO
nettnets. Very
Will trade for
Phone 753-4063.
1956 FORD
equipment. Phi:

SELI
MUST
(moving) 18,
conditioner,
summer. Adm
Five piece livirn
only four montl
tape player,
Phone 753-3509 a
M3OP

PERSONAI,I;
Baskets, two si;
too. Call Sheila'

BOY'S AND C
Sizes 3-4 and 5.
ne 753-6078.

BLACK LOCI':
Phone 438-2149.
GARAGE SAL
seas-lots of go(
prices. Chest
Bicycle, Toys,
Knacks, and
Saturday, Marcl

29th.
CLOTHES: SI;
Dresses, skirts
good condition. F
7827.

Si A\

Noes from
low as '195
641 S P
Murra
Ki
Holidas Inn

Ask about
purchase plan
finance.
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P.ISEAVINN-MVAM
FOR SALE

ANTENNAS
and

would like
yeek ends.
M26C

TOWERS
at

NG and
ist Maple
Murray
by Dan
y Bandi:
APRIL7(
m how to $
0 a week.
V. Center.
M26C

WHOLESALE PRICES
, Expert Repair
on Color and
• Black & White
Televisions
All Brands

TV Service Center
Central
Shopping Center
Phone 753-5865

tting
or•
ie. Phone
M26C

TWO 1970 Honda trail 70, trail FOUR FUI.I. blooded German
bikes, one 4 speed, one Shepherd puppies, $20.00 each.
M27C
automatic. Phone 753-3415 or Phone 474-2386.
after 5:00 p.m. call 753-7426. M26C
57 WD 45 Allis Chalmers, 3-16
REFRIGERATOR, 12X15 wool inch breaking plows, 10 foot
rug, drapes, coffee table and end wheel disc. Phone 489-2434 after
M2713
tables and lamps. 16,000 BTU air- 330 p.•
conditioner. Phone 753-8243. M26C
EARLY AMERICAN hide-a-way
DRUM SET Slingerland, blue bed, wing back, black vinyl
pearl. Complete four drum set upholstery, excellent condition,
with cases and cymbals. Ex- $100.00. Also Ethan Allen Early
cellent condition, will sell for less American hard rock maple table
than one third of original value. and four chairs, $150.00. Chrome
breakfast set with four vinyl back
Phone 753-5763 after five p.m.
chairs,$35.00. Phone 753M25C
1310.
M27C

AL"CTION SALE
AU( TION SALE, Saturday,
March 27, 10:00 a.m. Household
furnishings of the late Mrs. W. A.
McCalluo , will be held at the
home of Noble Hughes, at
Pur Year, Tenn., on West Main.
Mo,dy Auctioneering SerM26C

1968 EL CAMINO Pick-up
truck. V8 automatic, power
steering and brakes and
vinyl roof. Brand new tires
and air shocks behind.

CLEAN YOUR rugs and carpet
with TREWAX. Rent Shampooer
and save at Purdoms,Inc. M25C FULL SIZE bed with foam
mattress and box springs, $60.00.
Brown Early American rocker
I9X12 RUG, 501 Dupont nylon
with maple trim, $40.00. Phone
sculptured design. Sage green.
753-8031.
M27C
Bass guitar, excellent condition.
Childcraft set, like new. Phone IT'S
INEXPENSIVE to clean
753-8161.
M25NC rugs and upholstery with Blue

1965 ELECTRA BUICK with
factory air and all power.
Local car.

Lustre. Rent electric shampooer
$1. Western Auto, "Home of The
Wishing Well."
M27C

1965 PON'TIAC LE MANS
two door hardtop, automatic,
console in the floor with
FM&AM Radio. Brand new
tires. A local car. Perfect
mechanically.

LINNVILLE SHOE Store just
received a large snipment of
women's and children's spring
shoes. Also have bags to match.
All the latest colors. All famous
name brands. Latest spring boots 34 HP SUBMERGIBLE pump.
arriving daily. All low discount Used. Phone 436-2289.
TEM
prices. Open from 900a.m.-630
p.m:, six days a week, Sundays FOURTEEN FOOT
Arkansas
from 1:00 - 5:00 p.m.
mai Travel boat with trailer. Phone
753-6030 after 5:00 p.m.
TEM
USED COLOR console TV,
$175.00. Leach's Music & TV.
SPINET-CONSOLE PIANO
Dixieland Center. Phone 753Wanted responsible party to
7575.
M27C
take over spinet piano. Easy
CUI3 TRACTOR; mower, plow, terms. Can be seen locally. Write
disc and cultivator. New paint Credit Manager, P. 0. Box 276,
job, Phone Clinton 653-6201, after Shelbyville,Indiana 46176. A6P
5:00p.m.
M3OP

aterations
c. new or
II 753arch 2$NC

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

AVANTADS

1965 BUICK WILDCAT four
door hardtop. Factory air,
power steering and brakes.
Tinted glass. A local car.

AUCTION SALE: Saturday,
March 27, 1:00 p.m., rain or shine
at 900 Poplar Street.
Will sell: Nine piece dining
room suite, extra nice. Electric
stove, two beds with new mattress and springs, 9x12 wool rug,
two lamp tables, two chests,
lamps, end tables and coffee
table. Office desk and chair,
bedroom suite, electric heaters,
floor buffer, fan, dressers. 1959
Rambler with good tires, hand
tools, quilts, some antiques. Lots
of other items too numerous to
mention. Terry Shoemaker
AUctioneer.
M26C

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

COUNTRY STORE, including stock and fixtures, two story
frame residence and two acres of land. Located Smiles South
West of Murray, on a good blacktop road. All for only
$12,000.00.
RETAIL HARDWARE STORE in Hazel. Ideal for retired
person or semi-retired couple that has a desire to have a
profitable business of their own.
140 ACRE FARM with two frame houses, two tobacco barns
and two wells. A county road divides this farm almost in
halves and the owner will sell either or bothtt&Cts• Priced at
$160.00 per acre.
ALMOST NEW THREE BEDROOM BRICK home on 34 acre
lot, located 3 miles South East of Murray. Has living room,
kitchen-family room with built-ins, l ceramic baths, utility
room, carport and outside storage.
LAKEFRONT COTT'AGE with a beautiful view, in Lakeway
Shore Subdivision-Has community water supply,fireplace,
deep lot and boat dock. Only $8,500.
2 BEDROOM BRICK HOME on large corner lot, in Hazel.
Has a living room, large kitchen with dining area, bath, large
utility room, central heat, garage with shower stall. Priced
$11,500.

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE 4
.
.47
THREE BEDROOM brick house,
two baths. Possession April 1,
Phone 753-2987.
M29(
TWO STORY house with two car
garage, across from new high
school on Johnson Blvd. Four
bedrooms,2,-2 baths, living room,
dining room, kitchen with built-. e
ins, large den with fire-place.
Phone 753-3058.
M30C.
-4417
ABSOLUTELY MUST sell three .3
bedroom brick on '34 acres.
$15,000.00 asking price. Any
reasonable offer will be accepted.
Phone 436-2458.
M31CI
300 ACRES, cattle and grain,
creek, three ponds, 4 springs, 2
wells arid public water line. Good
house and fair barns. Ap- v.
proximately 1400 feet frontage on .
West 94 Highway.
143 ACRES, 112 tillable, corn '
1
cotton and tobacco base. Two'
barns, two ponds, well and two
springs. No dwelling. On state ,
lee Road, 1, mile to blacktop.
83 ACRES, 60 tillable, creek
fie ors one boundary. Four room
home arid bath, barn and other
buildings. Three miles to village, „
12 to Murray.
United Farm Agency, phone 7535067.
M27C

AUCTION SALE, Saturday,
March 27,2:30 p.m., rain or shine
3 BEDROOM BRICK HOME, on Old Murray-Paris Road,
at 307 South 6th Street, Murray,
approximately 4i-,2 mi. S. E. of Murray. Large kitchen,living
Kentucky.
room, family room with fireplace, 2 baths, carport.
Will sell the late Mrs. Allie
PENTA TREATED lumber.
Hodges household goods in72 ACRE FA&M WITH lotsief blacktop frcihtage. Located just
Resistant to rot and terntites.
cluding:" electrical appliances,
south of Coldwater, and only about 8 miles from Murray.
Ideal for boat docks and any
1966 DATSUN Pick-up truck stove, refrigerator, air conPriced $15,000.
weather exposed uses. Murray
in good mechanical shape. ditnnier, sewing machine, TV,
Lumber Co., Maple Street,
radios, clock, heaters, pole
BUILDING SITE on US-641 South, approximately 4 miles
Murray, Ky.
ITC
1964 CHEVROLET IMPALA lamps. other lamps and irons.
3 BEDROOM HOUSE, large
from Murray. Priced $2,650.
two door hardtop with fac- Livim: and bedroom furniture,
kitchen with built-ins (garbage
MOD USED couch and chair,
tory air, power steering and extra chests, two half beds,
disposal, dishwasher, range and
3 BEDROOM BRICK HOME in Fairview Acres Subdivision.
also mattress and springs. Phone
brakes. _118._ .automatic. A SP11.11Ps„..and..mattresses, two
ventilator,) living room, bath,
Has a-living room,-titchien-farnily room, ceramic bath,
753-5942 after 2:00 p.m.
M27
local car.
platform rockers, other chairs,
electric heat, completely carcarport, 128' x 256' lot.
•
end tables, bookcase,. whatnot,
peted, with central air. Entire
AKC REGISTERED German -4963 OLDS 98 with factory air nice -luggage, two large trunks,
back yard fenced in, well landBEDROOM BRICK HOME on wooded one acre lot, in Lynn
Shepherd puppies. Phone 436and all power. In perfect dinette set, shadow box, two
scaped,outside storage, fenced in
-Grove. Has carpeting, 1,-2 baths, city water. TV antenna, air
5841.
45 .JOHN DEERE combine, 3
M27P
condition. Local car, white. large rugs, kitchen cabinet,
20 x 40 swimming pool, double
conditioner. Price reduced to $19,500.
years old. Combined about 400
blacktop drive to carport. For
1963 OLDS 98 four door fifteen quilts, linens, pillows and
REGISTERED
acres. Phone 435-5311.
I'E.,NNESSEE
M26P
dozens of brie a brae from Japan
appointment call 753-2669. M26C
LAKEFRONT COM`GE in Pine Bluff Shores Subdivisionhardtop. Baby blue,
Walking Mare in foal tb,racking
Has 3 bedrooms, batt central gas heat, public water system,
power steering and brakes, and China. Some milk glass,
ONE ANTIQUE washstand in
horse, good pleasure liorse,
clear designed glass, vases, three
THREE
BEDROOM
brick
private boat dock. Full price $15,800.
no air. Local car.
perfect condition. Six feet tall.
gentle for anyone. Phone 753-9050
smoothing irons, picture frames
veneer at 1609 Loch Lomond. One
Call 437-4410 from 8 a.m. to 3
wild 5310 p.o . or 753-1348. M27C
1961 VALIANT. CHEAP.
with pictures, oil lamps, other
block from Robertson School.
160 ACRE FARM, located 11 mi. West of Murray. Has 134
p.m.
M26C
duo dads. Step ladders, dinner
Family
room, 111 baths, double
of
good
acres
producing
cropland,
frame
2
story
house,
barn,
1963 OLDS 98 with factory air
TWO USED but like new tillers,
bell, lawn furniture and tools,
Also ... BIG
carport, concrete drive, ...yclone
good fences. Priced $250 per acre.
and power. Red with white
MOBILE HOME, 10x55, three
ore 22 inch power mower, one
approximately 100 cans of
fence, central heat and air. Less
top.
bedtroarris. Extra clean. $2795.00,
id 6 HP riding mower. See at
STEREO SALE obi
(Vicious fruits and vegetables,
_WELL BUILT,3 BEWOOM BRICK HOME on 44 acres et ...than two years old. For more
Ptidne Ma yfield 247-1351. MP
'Ibrey's Car & Home Supply, 210
1959 CHEVROLET, ROUGH
St'anie nice dishes and cooking' land, just 8 mi. S. E. of Murray. This spacious home :has .. details call/53-5921.
• Mt6P
ON NOW!!
.st Main.
M27C CHEAP.
utensils. Not a discarded or
approximately 2,000 square feet of living area. This farm is
40 WEANING PIGS. Two 60
junked item in this sale. Mrs
well fenced and has 2 large metal barns. One of the better
TWO ADJOINING lots at
bushel feeders. Phone 753-7217
HAVE YOUR own trouble free
Vance administratrix
()dell
farms in Calloway County.
Panorama Shores, located on
before 6:00 p.m. or 492-8371 after
TV tower with U.H.F.+V.H.F.
Central
Corner of 6th and Main
Douglas Shoemaker licensed and
6:11?
Jack's Creek, on TVA easement
M26C
ad F.M. stereo. Jerry's TV and
bonded auctioneer. Don't miss
Shopping
Center
LARGE FRAME HOUSE on a corner lot in Hazel. Has 2
Phone
753-5862.
Phone 436-2289
TFNC
Tower
installation, Box 239
...
this sale. Mao be with us at the
bedrooms, living room,family room, kitchen bath enclosed
15 i4. ALUMINUM Arrowhead
Mayfield. Days, 247-7410 or
rrione 753-5865
back porch, central gas heat.
1966 CHEVROLET Super Sport, late Mrs. Harrell household sale
FOR SALE OR TRADE
travel
camper.
Contains
o.ights, 247-8099.
M31C
2&3 Turbo Transmission, $500.00. April 3rd, Kirksey, Ky. A good
eV rything except bath. Ex1970 HONDA motorcycle, 750 cc.
household
April
and
10th
sale
a
PRACTICALLY NEW 3 BEDROOM BRICK home, located in
Phone 753-7210 between 10.00
THREE LAKE lots, joining TVA
cellent condition. Phone 753-8699 Just like new. Priced to sell.
real good equipment sale at Mrs
New Providence. Has many fine features such a,s fireplace,
- 6:00 pint.
AKC
REGISTERED
or 53-1787.
M29C
Toy
M26C
boundaries Blood River-Say.
Phone 753-7930.
MuDaniel's farm, two miles West
M25C Poodles, white, eight weeks old.
built-in range and oven, dishwasher, carpeting, ceramic
Approximate
size L2 acre.
of Alino Heights.
M26(
bath,two utility rooms, double carport, one acre lot.
Phone 753-8552 after 5:00 pin.
1314Y'S SUITS, sizes; 8-9-10 and
1965 RED Malibu Chevrolet. In
753-8997.
Phone
M25F _
12: Good condition. Phone 753- G.E. WASHER and dryer, por- M27C
good condition. Phone 753FOR LEASE
table Terevtglon and portable fan.
of
N.
E.
miles
just
Road,
3
Cleve
FARM
Van
ACRE
on
157
3830.
M26C
9385.
M25C
HELP WANTED
All like new. Phone 753-6200.M25.
Murray city limits. Has 110 acres cropland,good well.
ONE ACRE 5700 dark fired
A
1970-350 HONDA with two REGISTERED POINTERS and SOLID
STATE
stereo 1965 DODGE 440, four door, V8, tobacco base. Phone 753EXPERIENCED COOK; must
3 BEDROOM STUCCO HOUSE on 35 acres of land. Located 5
nelmets. Very good condition. Setters from champion and )honograph,
walnut
base factory air, power brakes and 3629.
M26C
be neat, efficient and have good
small
in
a
excellent
buy
Hwy.
An
121.
on
Murray
of
mi.
S.
E.
Will trade for good fishing boat. National champion stock. Ages 8 plexillass cover, $75.00. Solid steering, new battery, brakes,
references.
Good working confarm.
Phone 753-4063.
M26P weeks and up. Phone 753-5169 or state FM converter for car radio, carburetor and tires. Phone 753WANTED TO BUY
ditions. Afternoon shift, full time
M29(
M27C 1499 or 753-3080
492-8607 after 5:00 p.m.
M27 $25.00. 753-4806.
work. Lady preferred. No phone
65 ACRE FARM,located on Murray-Buchanan Road,6 miles
WANT TO BUY used tower for
1956 FORD TRACTOR and
calls. Apply Colonial House
tillable
and
approximately
land
acres
40
Has
Murray.
S.
E. of
equipment. Phone 489-2460. M26C 3 HERDS OF Chinchilla from
70 CHEVROLET Malibu, two television. Phone 753-6430 before
Smorgasbord.
M25C
the balance in woods. Good frontage on both the blacktop and
certified stock, $400.00. Also Toy THIRTEEN BEEF Cows, four door hardtop. Black vinyl in- three p.m.
M254:1
with calves. Phone 435-4872 or
road.
gravel
a
Irish
Poodles.
Chinese
Pugs,
MUST SELL immediately
MATURE WOMAN for per492-8218.
M27P terior. 7,000 miles, warrenty
t moving) 18,000 BTU air- Setters, birds. 12 aquariums,
manent position. Sales exbook. Black vinyl top, power WANT TO BUY; logs and
rni
3
Located
HOUSE
on 141 acres of land.
3 ROOM FRAME
perience desired. Send resume
conditioner, used only one complete with fish, cheap).
brakes and steering. 1968 standing timber. Also have for
North of Murray on US-641. Priced at only $5,000.
Apri122C
summer. Admiral refrigerator. Phone 753-1862.
arid salary expected to P.O. Box
1968 MOBILE Home. Air: Firebird 400, American mags sale lumber and sawdust.
Five piece living room suite, used MILLIONS OF rugs have
with
32N, Murray, Ky.
new
Murray
tires.
M27(
Phone
753Saw
Mill
and Lumber Co.
been conditioned and house carpet
houses
Murray.
you
lots
LISTINGS
on
and-or
in
If
NEED
WE
only four months. 8 track stereo cleaned with Blue Luster.
TFC
M30C Phone 753-4147
It's throughout. In excellent shape 2521.
have some property you would like to sell, give us a call.
tape player, plus speakers. America's finest. Rent
LADIES: TWO openings full or
electric and perfect for small family.
CARD OF THANKS
NOTICE
Phone 753-3509 after 6:00 p.m.
part time. Excellent earnings, no
Better
renting.Phone
than
shampooer $1.00. Big K.
753M27(
We wish to express our sincere
M3OP
experience necessary. For inTo Buy...see us!
6737 after 5:00 p.m.
M29 .PEGGY NOEL is now employed
terview appointment phone 753as a beautician for -The Hair thanks for the many kind deeds
PERSONALIZED EASTER
1711 between hours of 6:00 and
Dresser" beauty shop, 201 South 4.xtertded to us during the illness
To Sell...list with us!
SMALL
COUCH,
ideal
for
mobile
Baskets, two sizes. Easter cakes
9:00 p.
M26C
6th Street. For appointment call and death of our Mother, grandhome or den. Excellent condition.
to0. Call Sheila Travis, 753anytime, 753-3530.
M25( mother and sister, Mrs. W. A.
Phone 753-9445.
M25(
MeCatlurn. We especially want to
M26P
EARN MONEY at home. Full or
WILL THE person who took the thank Dr. Ross and the nurses at
part time. For. details send self
BOY'S AND GIRL'S clothes. SAVE $40445 on all frostless JAP HAY; also about 200 bales brown suede purse from an the hospital, also Brother Henry
addressed envelop-stamped and
Sizes. 3-4 and 5. Good condition. Refrigerator with big 153-1b. Orchard Red Top and Clover. automobile in the Liberty Hargis for his comforting words,
25c to B. and A. Enterprises. Dept
4th & Maple Phone 753-7333
one 753-6078.
parking lot call 474-2315.
M26C Freezer. Separate cold con- Phone 753-1849.
M25 those who sent the beautiful
A-IM. Post Office Box 278.
trols for each section.
flowers and food and The J. H.
Mayfield; K)'. 42066.
M29(
Home Phones
ELECTROLUX SALES & Ser- ('burr -hill Funeral Horne.
BI.ACK LOCUST fence posts. SAVE $40445 on Warming
CHICKENS,
TURKEYS,
ducks,
Shelf
in
vice,
you
Box
Range
of
with
continuous
213, Murray, Ky. C. M. Ma:v God b1PS8 each
Phone 436-2149. M26C
Fulton E. Young, 753-4946;
clean oven that cleans while guineas. Large selections. Phone Sanders, ° phone 382-2468, Far- voui.liwe of sorrow.
NOTICE
Hubert
328-8563,
Alexander. M25P mington. Kentucky.
ITC
GARAGE SALE-Going Over- you cook. Gas or elec. Reg.
• The Family
Aprill2(
Ishmael
Stinson,
753-1534
seas-lots of goodies at giveaway 299.95, white-304.95, colors.
FOR SALE
FOR SALE
prices. Chest, Desk, Rugs, NOW YOUR CHOICE 259.88 SIX WEANING goats, ideal for
Bicycle, Toys, Records, Knick wtiite-colors.
pets. Phone 436-5856.
M25I
WANTED TO RENT
LOST & FOUND
Knacks, and assorted Junk. WINCLUDES $20 BONUS
Saturday, March 27th, 9-4, 812 N. SAVINGS for Catalog Store,
Distributed Exclusivety by
WANT TO RENT dark fired
ONE METAI. glider and two
nth.
M26P Agency Customers:
tobacco barn. Will insure. Phone LOST: WHITE Rabbit, child'
pet, in vicinity of 13th and
chairs. One wood setee. Phone
BUY BOTH FOR
753-4039.
Zthteei htritAe
M25C
Sycamore. Phone 753-1993. M
753-1796.
M25P
ONLY 499.76
CLOTHES: SIZES 3-5 petite.
ransportation extra
Dresses, skirts and pants. All in
LOST: A BLACK and tan dog.
Corner of
good condition. Phone 7531-H FARMALL tractor and a
Part Dachshund and part Beagle.
HE'S
MONTGOMERY WARD
COMING
BACK
7827.
M26P
bushhog. Can be seen at Outland
Lone body and short legs, anCatalog Agency
&
Main
6th
...
TO
WORK.
M26
Seed and Popcorn Co.
swers to the name of Snoopy. Los
510 Main 753-1966
DON'T FORGET.
Phone
In the vicinity of Bonner's
PRICE MOBILE
Grocery. Finder call 436-2161 or
HIRE THE VET!
753-5861
1969 HONDA Scrambler, 350 cc, 12X60 All. ELECTRIC trailer, 6S
contact Guy Lovins and receive
HOME CENTER
6400.00. Also Mec 600 Junior model. Excellent condition.
$20.00 reward.
M26P
Phone
$60.00.
436$3795.00.
753-6763.
Phone
M261
SAFT SILT
Homes from '2.995'
5872.
M27NC

or regualr
'53M25P
ON Sale
.ing
in
and farm
:ion phone
1TP
-a in my
ime only.
ousework.
M27C

FOR SALE
SEVERAL
GOOD USED
COLOR
TELEVISIONS

okkeeping,
:ed with
vices. Will
References
ha Poole,
M26C

) work in
, planting,
making of
61. M26NC

av,r
TV Service Center
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SAVE $40-$1104t
ON SIGNATURE
APPLIANCES

;have con.
ate of ap'. "Extraigher pre.
for poor
cupation..
nee availId not oth•
advances
• and pubmore lib.
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to buy fnrates who
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Fulton Young Realty

3?-5c

CAIN & TAYLOR

Wheel awl Deal
Balm

Ring poi.
consider.
effects of
. upattortal,
ancy and
;tudy. Inolleyhold.
rrelationtht, blood
. and led
f new ns.1

Your Wheel Horse
Dealer in
Murray is:

tow as '195x Down

641 S Phone 753-3640
Murra. Ky. Next to
Holida:t Inn

than PIO',
1.1y stalldli Thoy t
nation tr)
ling rnwo •

Ask about our rental
purchase plan. Hp to 10 yr.

aprris

flint:

1964 GLASS Par boat, 16 ft. with
75 tT11:- Etrinhude motor, and
trailer: 14 ft. Polar Craft boat,
semi-v with 12 h.p. Seabee mote-:
1968 Ward's Riverside motor, yeti: 2 cc..P.bone 4174-225;aftaa
Hill" p.m.
M25(

FOR SALE
Factory Direct
MAGNIFICENT
MAGNAVOX
Dixieland Shopping Center
IF•
I MIIII

WHOLESALE

McCUISTON
AUTO ELECTRIC

AND
vi R.EJAIL

get W01*done

New Concord Rd
Murray, Ky.
•

a.
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President's Health Is
Good After 26 Months
WEIMENE V. RISHER
substances that invite heart
— ailments, low.
WASHINGTON (UPI)
Backstairs at the White House: Tkach, who traveled widely
President Nixon is in remark- with Nixon when he was vice
ably good health and seems to president and witnessed his
thrive on his job. He has not famous kitchen debate with
been sick since taking office 26 Soviet Premier Nikita Khrushmonths ago. At the age of 58, chev in Moscow, estimates the
his blood pressure is normal President averages little more
and his weight is steadily than six hours of sleep a night.
the
He never naps in
between 170 and 174 pounds.
afternoon and quite frequently
He agonizes over many of the has lunch brought to his desk.
decisions he must take, but By his own estimates, Nixon
long ago has learned to cope eats both breakfast and lunch
with such suffering. The only in about 10 minutes. Unlike his
medication he has taken since two most recent predecessors,
assuming office has been some he never catnaps on the long
antibiotics to cure a mild case flights he often takes. But
during his weekend visits to
of bronchitis lastspring.
Camp David and Key Biscayne,
So says his doctor, Brig. (len. Fla., he frequently sleeps in
Walter Tkach, who heads a late.
team of three physicians, two
The only thing I'm connurses and two medical techni- cerned
about
is
physical
cians that cares for the health exercise. I wish he would get
of the First Family.
more," Tkach said in a recent
Tkach, an Air Force veteran interview.
of Hungarian descent who grew When he first came into office,
up in Pennsylvania and served he
occasionally played golf but
eight years in the White House now finds this too
timeas the assistant physician to consuming.
President Eisenhower, says Sometimes now he jogs in
President Nixon is an extreme- place. But his favorite
exercise
ly well-disciplined man who is swimming, outdoors
and in
seldom relaxes but thrives on salt water.
the daily challenges he faces.
He appears unlikely to suffer
a heart attack, one of the more -Beer
common ailments of men his
PITTSBURGH (UPI): Joage who have lived much of seph Wehner, 63, of suburtheir
lives
under
intense
ban Penn Hills, was killed
pressure.
yesterday when a pressurA self-imposed diet he rigidly ized aluminum beer keg
follows keeps both his weight exploded as he was tapping
and blood lipides, the fatty it in his home.
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know
By United Press International
In the year following the
You

Now

lineman and plans to
continue. The big win means $50,000 a year for 20 years.
39, is a $14,000-a-year telephone

Red Carpet
Cleaning
Maintenance Co.
We Specialize In Your Needs

IS MORE THAN
JUST A WORD
WtTI4 VS

COMPLETE
JANITORIAL SERVICE
Phone 753-9161

Here's how to
prevent crabgrass
...and save 20%
Simply spread Scotts HALTS PLUS. It forms an
invisible barrier that lies in wait and knocks
off crabgrass as it sprouts.
Halts Plus full-fertilizes your
lawn at the same time. Saves
you.time, effort ... and money too.

20% off
2,500 sq ft (1 1 lbs)_J95 6.35
5,000 sq ft (22 lbs)..1-445- 11.9$

authorized

Scotts.

retailer

Starks Hardware
12th & Poplar

•

Phone 753.1227

SOI

of
YellowPoplar seedlings. The 2-3
feet-tall seealings were grown in
the division's nursery.

In
Call

available a limited

1921, 232
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land

two

including

!
nat
roe
GET
ATTENTIO

disturbances

To encourage schools, garden
clubs, and other civic groups to

killed

in

hold

throughout

pause wht

EVERY GRAVE

which they make to the
general welfare. He reminded
that trees not only provide the
raw material for paper and
lumber, but they help in reducing
air pollution. They also help
reducing runoff of rain and
protect soil from erosion.

Arbor Day programs, the

Division of Forestry, Deoartment

the

"What a st
silence. F
are forme
bonquests

the soul sr
her Maker
strong ont
how to kei
pain and
who give
to wax
tation."
Emerson.

tribution

of

persons

United

Se€

portance of trees and the con-

members

were

Parliament

number

The Yellow Poplar is the state
tree of Kentucky. Seedlings calf
be ordered from the Division of
Forestry, Dawson Springs,
Kentucky.
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BUILDERS OP PINE
MaMORIALS
Porter Whit* - Manatar
111 Maple St. 753-2512
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Murray In
Dual Meet
Win,8144

controver

Prices Good Thru Monday, March 29th.

Both Racer relay teams won,
the 440 squad of McGinnis, Tommie Turner, Ashman Samuels
and Randy Smith in 42.2, and the
mile relay quarts of Samuels,
McGinnis, Fred Sowerby and
Turner in 3:27.9 in the chill.
Sowerby cruised into first Ir.
the 880-run with a 1:59.9, Turner took the top spot in one 01
his two specialities — the 414
dash—and freshman Pet Verry
won in the 440-intermediate
hurdles.
Murray will host Southeast
Missouri at 3 p.m. Saturday ir
Cutchin Stadium in Its second
outdoor meet.
SHOT PL1T — Arondell. WI (32.4.i.
Stolunaa, Wt. Satchwell. WI.
440-R10.AY — MU. 43.2 (McGinnis.
Turner, Senitsels. Smith).
MILS RUN—Krejci. MU (CIE; 01.
son. WI: Novisk, WI.
130 HIGH HURDLES — Street WI
(113.3); Vern,
. MU: Hannon. WI.
440-DASH — Turner. MU 140.4),
Westrom, WI; Samuels. MU
JAVELIN — Arendell, WI (111114);
Stisitman, WI; BatchweU. WI.
100-DASH — McGinnis. MU leek
Smith. MU; Hicks. MU.
000
-RUN — Sosirerby. MU (110.1);
Praise-la MU: Rollins. WI.
HIGH-JUMP — Borkgren. WI UM
Beckley. MU; Worth. MU.
LONG JUMP—Illtra. WI (22-1114):
Buehler, MU; Williams. MU.
440 INTERRED HURDLES—Ven7.
MU M7.41: Harmon. WI: Street. WI.
210-DASH — McGinnis. MU (111.0):
Turner, MU. Smith. MU.
POLE VAULT—Morris. MU (114):
Oglesby. WI; Morris. WI.
3-MILE RUN—Rreki MV .14,111.11);
81111tarton. MU; Clark, MU.
DISCUS — Stoliman, WI (104%);
Arendell. WI: Noon. MU.
TRIPLE JUIIP—BlIns, WI (411.3);
Williams. MU: Buckley. MU.
MII.E RELAY—DR:. 3375 (Sower
by, Samuel.. bleGInMe. Turner)
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Southbend Fly Outfit
Set includes 41122 fly reel, great for
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OILY DELUGE
BIDEFORD, England (UPI)
—Making his first delivery to a
toy factory, the oil truck driver
connected to a likely looking
pipe and began pumping. The
trouble, was the pipe was an
awl. one, not the oil intake',
Thirty factory workers leaped
In -Safety --as 40 gallons of oil
spilled over the *orkshiip
lief.? it could be turned ott.

who don't
'the

girls are

ySTE R
NEW EDITOR
CHICAGO 1UPI —Ray Sons,
a veteran News city side
reporter and sports writer, was
named sports editor of the
Chicago Daily News Wednesday.
Sons joined the Daily News
staff in 1953 from the Middletown 1Ohio Journal where he
had been Sunday editor and
associate
news
editor.
A
spokesman for the paper said
that former Sports Editor John
P. Carmichael will continue
write his column, "The Barber
Shop."

them. Poo

may.come

the mile run and three-mile run.

and partly out of picture on right is former Gov. Richard Hughes. If the baby the Henrys expect next month
is a boy, he will be named Cahill Hughes Henry. Henry,

label

the

on

preferably by pen or typewriter.'

Interns
Andy Griffith

MURRAY, Ky. —Mur ray •
State's track team used its
strength in the running events
to tumble Western Illinois, 81-64,
in the Racers' opening outdoor
track meet of the spring here
Tuesday.
With the temperature a chilly
35 degrees, Murray captured 10
firsts in 17 events. Doug Morris' 15-foot pole vault was the
only non-running "first" taken
by the hosts.
Racer veterans LeeRoy McGinnis and Jim Krejci each won
two events, McGinnis taking the
100 and 220-yard dashes and
Krejci pacing to victory in both

NN
OF 1 MILLION— war
enry e t on S
in Trenton, N.J., as State Sen. William Musto gives
Mrs. Kathleen Henry a congratulatory kiss after Henry
won $1 million in the New Jersey lottery—on a 50-cent
ticket. Behind Mrs. Henry is Gov. William T. Cahill,

traded by the Chicago White
Sox to the San Francisco Giants
in exchange for infielder Steve
Huntz. Hamilton, 34, has a
lifetime record of 37-29 with an
earned run average of 3.01.

label can still be used even if

keg fatal to man

OD

of Natural Resources is making

SCOTTSDALE, Ariz. (UPI)—
other tax practitioner to be sure
Hamilton, a veteran He urged Kentuckians to
that the label is attached to the Steve
relief pitcher. Tuesday was recognize the universal imreturn mailed to the Departrnen
of Revenue.

1r1

HAMILTON FOR HUNTZ

are prepared by an accountant or

2
111rIrrs..
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roclaimed
Arbor Day

million

ll :00 Noon
i•
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I
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SINGLE GAME DECIDES
NEW YORK (UPI)—A suit,
game will be played to decide
the winner in the Central,
Midwest or Pacific divisions of
•
•
the National Basketball Associ- p
ation, in the event of a tie. It.
was announced Wednesday by
FRANKFORT, Ky. NBA
Commissioner Walter
commissioner of Revenue J. E. Kennedy.
Kentucky
Luckett has urged
The winner of the season
Lncome tax filers to use the ad- series
between the deadlocked
tress piggy back labels on tax
teams will be the home team.
filed
with
the
DepartFRANKFORT,Ky
returns
.
.—Gov. Louie
A flip of a coin will decide the
B. Nunn has proclaimed Friday
ment of Revenue.
home team if the teams have
"Since the label results in
April 21 as Arbor Day in Kensplit their season series.
faster processing, it is to the
tucky.
benefit of both the taxpayer and SURGERY FOR HARRIS
the department to insure that the
ANN ARBOR, Mich. (UPI)— In signing the proclamation,
label is used," Luckett said.
Detroit Red Wing defenseman Governor Nunn urged all citizens
-This is especially true the Ron Harris Tuesday underwent to work toward improving the
closing days of the filing period, urgery
to
repair
torn...attractiveness of the land, and to
a

Persons Urged
To Use Labels
On Tax Returns

when more than half of the one cartilage in his left knee and inspire others to protect and
returns received each will miss the remainder of
in cities and
the respect trees
year reach the department."
National Hockey League sea- forests, and to recognize our
The commissioner also urged son.
dependence of this renewable
.
_
those taxpayers whose returns
natural resource.
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FRIDAY AFTERNOON PROGRAMS
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